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Angelica Granqvist 

Abstract 

Since 1995 the Swedish language has been taught as two different yet similar and parallel 

school subjects throughout the educational system: Swedish (SWE) and Swedish as a Second 

Language (SSL). Building on Hedman and Magnusson (2019a), this case study research 

focuses on multilingual students’ lived experiences of language and their decision to study 

SSL as opposed to SWE. Two data sets were collected from focus group interviews with 12 

SSL students and by means of a web-based questionnaire completed by 30 SSL students 

attending a Swedish public high school. The study investigates the reasons why multilingual 

high school students choose to study SSL despite the legitimacy gap evidenced by prior 

research (e.g., Economou, 2015; Fridlund 2011) and the ongoing public debate about the 

justification of SSL as a school subject in its own right. Although equally recognized by 

institutions of postsecondary education, there is a persistent gap between the implementation 

of SSL and the school based realities (Skolverket, 2017a). SWE is commonly considered 

more prestigious, while SSL is often seen as a lower-status alternative to SWE (see Hedman 

& Magnusson, 2018, for an overview). Based on a thematic analysis in combination with 

stance analysis, findings show that SSL is considered a justified school subject viewed as a 

linguistic right (Hult & Hornberger, 2016). It was clear from both data sets that the 

availability of pedagogical scaffolding as well as social and linguistic belonging constituted 

the basis for students’ selecting SSL and these findings are consistent with previous research 

(Bjuhr, 2019; Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a). Nevertheless, these findings do not preclude 

the fact that some students expressed peripheral concerns in relation to social categorization 

as a possible negative effect of Swedish as one language but two school subjects. In addition, 

the construction and physical separation of SWE and SSL per se was not the issue. The 

negative social categorization was found in the name itself: Swedish as a Second Language as 

opposed to Swedish. 

Keywords 
Swedish as a second language, lived experience, pedagogical scaffolding, social and linguistic 

belonging, agency 



 

 

Svenska som andraspråk–ett parallellt 

ämne i praktiken. 

En fallstudie av flerspråkiga elevers erfarenheter av svenska som ett 

språk men två skolämnen. 

Angelica Granqvist 

Sammanfattning 

I det svenska skolsystemet har ämnet svenska sedan 1995 varit indelat i två olika men 

likartade parallella skolämnen: svenska (sve) och svenska som andraspråk (sva). Med 

utgångspunkt i en ny studie av Hedman och Magnusson (2019a) är syftet med föreliggande 

fallstudie att vidare undersöka flerspråkiga gymnasieelevers erfarenheter av det svenska 

språket och elevernas beslut att läsa sva istället för sve. Två datainsamlingar, vilka gjordes på 

en svensk kommunal gymnasieskola, genomfördes i form av fokusgruppintervjuer med 12 

sva-elever och en nätbaserad enkät, vilken besvarades av 30 sva-elever. Syftet med studien är 

att undersöka av vilka skäl flerspråkiga gymnasieelever väljer att läsa sva mot bakgrund av att 

tidigare forskning (t.ex. Economou, 2015; Fridlund, 2011) liksom den pågående allmänna 

debatten vittnar om att ämnets legitimitet är starkt ifrågasatt. Trots att ämnena är formellt 

likvärdiga när det gäller att ge behörighet till vidare studier vid högskola och universitet är 

glappet mellan den avsedda implementeringen och verkligheten i landets skolor stor 

(Skolverket, 2017a). Medan sve har lyfts som ett mer prestigefullt ämne, har sva ofta setts 

som ett lågstatusalternativ till sve (se Hedman & Magnusson, 2018, för en översikt). Utifrån 

en tematisk analys i kombination med stance-analys visar resultaten att sva anses vara ett 

berättigat ämne och en språklig rättighet (Hult & Hornberger, 2016). På grundval av 

pedagogisk stöttning i kombination med social och språklig samhörighet valde deltagarna i 

båda datainsamlingarna sva framför sve. De här resultaten utesluter inte att deltagarna 

uttryckte att sva har en annan status där negativ social kategorisering ses som en perifer risk 

till följd av svenska som ett språk men två skolämnen. Därutöver uttrycktes inte den fysiska 

separationen av sve och sva som ett problem utan den negativa sociala kategoriseringen tog 

sig uttryck i ämnets namn: Svenska som andraspråk i motsats till ämnet Svenska. 

 

Nyckelord 
Svenska som andraspråk, levda erfarenheter av språk, pedagogisk stöttning, social och 

språklig tillhörighet, agens 
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1. Introduction  

It has been almost twenty-five years since Swedish as a Second Language (SSL), a 

comparatively new school subject in our national curriculum, was implemented in its present 

form as: a school subject parallel to Swedish (SWE) and equally recognized by institutions of 

postsecondary education. The current public, academic, and political debates seem to be 

caught up in what can best be described as an ongoing initial discussion stage about the 

existence or non-existence of SSL (e.g., MSU 2004, Economou, 2007, 2015).  

 

Likewise, it is common knowledge that the good intentions of the 1995 implementation of 

SSL were not realized (e.g., Josephson, 2018; Lindberg & Hyltenstam, 2013) yet little is 

being done at the national level to draw attention to possible solutions and next vital steps for 

a common approach to all aspects of SSL (Hedman & Magnusson, 2018). Statistics provided 

by the Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket, 2019) show that during the 

academic year of 2018–2019, 32 % of the students enrolled in Swedish high schools came 

from a migratory background. In alignment with the abovementioned agency, the term 

migratory background is used in this study to refer to students who were either born abroad or 

born in Sweden to foreign-born parents. As mentioned by Cummins (2000a), the percentage 

reflects a global demographic reality rather than a Swedish exception.  

   

It is widely recognized that Sweden is confronted with a huge teacher shortage in general and 

a shortage of SSL teachers in particular. Today, approximately 48 % of the SSL teachers in 

compulsory school, and 42 % of the SSL teachers in school high school are licensed to teach 

SSL (Skolverket, 2019), meaning that a majority of SSL students are not taught by qualified 

SSL teachers. As reported by the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Regions 

(SKL, 2018), Sweden needs to recruit 77, 000 teachers within the next five years in order to 

meet the demands for qualified teachers across all fields. Why is there a persistent gap 

between the desired implementation of SSL and the school-based realities where the 

uncertainty of who SSL is intended for and how to provide the SSL students with adequate 

and equitable learning opportunities prevails? What do students think and feel about SSL and 

how can their perspectives be utilized? According to a recent study carried out by Hedman 

and Magnusson (2019a), student perspectives on SSL, throughout the educational system, are 

under-represented in the still nascent but growing research field of Swedish as a second 

language. 

 

In alignment with the Swedish Upper Secondary Regulation (SFS 2010:2039, 

Utbildningsdepartementet, 2010), multilingual high school students have the option of 

studying either SWE or SSL. This case study research focuses on multilingual students’ 

decision to study SSL as opposed to SWE and a possible disconnect (e.g., Bjuhr, 2019; 

Economou, 2007; Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a) between compulsory school, where the 

decision of which subject to study, SWE or SSL, is made for the students by the principal at 

the school, and high school, where the students can choose to study either subject. 
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 1.1 Study Purpose and Research Questions 

 

The Curriculum for Upper Secondary School (Skolverket, 2013, p. 5) states that “[t]eaching 

should be adapted to each student’s circumstances and needs” in order to provide equal access 

to education regardless of where in the country education is pursued. It also states that all 

faculty members and staff are required to “provide support and stimulation for all students so 

that they develop as far as possible” (ibid. p. 9). It is the responsibility of each school to 

ensure adequate teaching and learning outcomes for language acquisition, whether it be the 

student’s first, second, third or fourth language, and irrespective of their starting point and 

target goal. Since 1995, SWE and SSL are taught as parallel school subjects equally 

recognized for postsecondary education.  

 

High school students are in a position to choose which subject best suits their need, SWE or 

SSL (SFS 2010:2039, Utbildningsdepartementet, 2010). An initial decision is not to be 

regarded as static. A high school diploma can include course grades in one of the two subjects 

or both. For example, a student can choose to study SWE in 10th grade and then change to 

SSL in 11th grade, and back to SWE in 12th grade. 

 

Building on a recent study carried out by Hedman and Magnusson (2019a), and based on the 

perspectives of twelve SSL students in 12th grade, the overarching aim of this study is to 

further investigate the reasons as to why multilingual high school students choose to study 

SSL as opposed to SWE. The study also explores the rationale for pursuing SSL studies 

throughout high school, despite the legitimacy gap evidenced by previous research (e.g., 

Economou, 2015; Sahlée, 2017).  

 

The main guiding research questions for investigating the reasons why multilingual high 

school students choose to study SSL in high school and why they pursue their studies in SSL 

throughout high school are: 

  

1. What are the key components expressed by multilingual students, which influence 

whether they choose SWE or SSL in high school? 

 

2. What are the affordances expressed by students, of continuing with SSL studies 

throughout high school? 

 

3. What are the constraints expressed by students, of continuing with SSL studies 

throughout high school? 
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2. The Swedish Context 

The shift in Sweden from a country of emigration to a country of immigration has had 

linguistic, pedagogic, and political ramifications. In Swedish schools, multilingualism is 

prompting the approach to Swedish as one language but, in its present form, two parallel 

school subjects, SWE (L1) and SSL (L2). 

2.1 Migration and Language Policy 

As a consequence of poverty, religious persecution, political oppression, and dreams of a 

better life, predominantly in the United States, Sweden was a country of emigration until the 

1930s. Following World War II, Sweden transitioned into a country of immigration due to 

large numbers of refugees and the influx of foreign born labor (e.g., Kästen-Ebeling, 2018; 

Migrationsverket, 2019). For various reasons, including the ones mentioned above and due to 

long-lasting wars, migration worldwide has never been more pronounced. To date, Sweden is 

“the country with the highest per capita inflow of refugees” (Cerna et al., 2019, p. 34) and has 

welcomed migrants from all over the world. The largest groups of foreign born Swedes come 

from Syria, Finland, Iraq, Poland, Iran, and Somalia (SCB, 2019a). The number of refugees 

seeking asylum in Sweden has increased immensely since 2006 and during 2015 35, 000 

unaccompanied minors, mainly from Afghanistan, sought asylum in Sweden (SCB, 2019b). 

 

In recent years, what has been described as a well-developed integration system has been put 

“under great pressure and highlighted a number of challenges for education policy given 

current institutional frameworks” (Cerna et al., 2019, p. 3), one of them being second 

language acquisition (SLA) as it is crucial to the integration of people of all ages. As reported 

by the Swedish Institute for Language and Folklore (Språkrådet, 2019), approximately 150– 

200 languages are spoken in Sweden and the linguistic hierarchical structure is self-evident, 

as Hult (2012, p. 242, following Josephson 2004), illustrates by means of a trisected pyramid. 

Swedish, the majority language, is at the top of the pyramid followed by English, the global 

lingua franca, the other major European languages, including the Scandinavian languages, are 

in the middle, while the official national minority languages (Sámí, Finnish Meänkieli, 

Yiddish, and Romani) and languages spoken by immigrants are found at the bottom.   

2.1.1 Mother Tongue Instruction 

During the 1960s and 1970s, Sweden took an imperative multilingual stance moving from 

assimilative language planning towards a pluralistic language policy resulting in the 1977 

Home Language Reform.4 The intended purpose of the implementation of Mother Tongue 

(MT) as a school subject within the national curriculum, and the aforementioned ideological 

shift, was to prevent semilingualism and promote multilingualism (e.g., Salö, Ganuza, 

Hedman & Karrebaeck, 2018). In alignment with the Swedish Education Act (SFS 2010:800, 

Utbildningsdepartementet, 2010), all students in compulsory school and high school, who 

have a legal guardian with a mother tongue other than Swedish, are entitled to Mother Tongue 

Instruction (MTI), “providing that (1) the language in question is actively used in the 

                                                      
4 In 1997 the term home language was changed to mother tongue (e.g., Josephson, 2018). 
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student’s home environment, and (2) the student possesses intermediate5 knowledge of the 

language in question” (Ch. 10, §2; Ch.15, §19, my translation). Similar to the problematic 

implementation of SSL (see 2.2), MT as a school subject is marginalized and “has never been 

on par with its legal foundation” (Palm, Ganuza & Hedman, 2018, p. 2). It still suffers from 

implementation issues and legitimacy gaps similar to those of SSL, such as the substantial 

shortage of qualified teachers, segmentation, scheduling issues, and the low status of the 

subject, both locally within schools but also in society at large (for an overview of MTI see 

e.g., Ganuza & Hedman, 2015; Hyltenstam & Tuomela, 1996; Kästen-Ebeling, 2018). 

2.1.2 The Language Act 

In light of the new linguistic ecology6and as a result of globalization and migration, the 

prominent role of English in Sweden and growing multilingualism led to the implementation 

of the first Swedish language act in history (e.g., Josephson 2018; Lindberg 2008, 2009). An 

important background factor, expressed by Josephson (2018), was the realization that in order 

for Swedish to be a “complete language, serving and uniting our society” (see below) all 

speakers of Swedish, whether as a first or second language, and all mother tongues spoken in 

Sweden must be taken into consideration. Likewise, a good command of the English language 

was articulated as a precondition and a necessity for Swedish citizens in order to participate in 

an increasingly globalized world (Lindberg, 2008, 2009).  

 

The 2009 Language Act (SFS 2009:600, Kulturdepartementet, 2009) realizes the 2005 

parliamentary goals for a national pluralistic language policy by not only proclaiming 

Swedish as the main official language of the country but also emphasizing multilingualism for 

all citizens:  

 
 Swedish is to be the main language in Sweden. 

 Swedish is to be a complete language, serving and uniting our society. 

 Public Swedish is to be cultivated, simple and comprehensible.  

 Everyone is to have a right to language: to develop and learn Swedish, to develop and use their own 

mother tongue and national minority language, to have the opportunity to learn foreign languages.  

 

Lindberg (2008, p. 87) concludes that Sweden is “a country in search of its national identity in 

a globalised world” where Swedes have 150–200 different mother tongues (Språkrådet, 2019) 

bridged by the principal language Swedish, either as a first or second language, and where 

English plays an important role as a powerful lingua franca. Additionally, Lindberg (2009) 

and Josephson (2018) both promote the necessity to view multilingualism as a permanent 

normalized part of the new Swedish linguistic landscape and an asset rather than a 

shortcoming. 

 

 

                                                      
5 For compulsory school a low intermediate level is required while for high school the wording is mid or high intermediate (SFS, 

2010:800, Utbildningsdepartementet, 2010). 

6 As pointed out by Hyltenstam (1999), Sweden has always been multilingual. In addition to Swedish and the Swedish Sign 

Language, the national minority languages mentioned above have been spoken in Sweden throughout history. 
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2.2 Swedish as Two School Subjects 

While Swedish (SWE)7 has been a school subject for centuries, Swedish as a Second 

Language (SSL) is often referred to as a young school subject. The teaching of Swedish as a 

second language did not exist in Sweden prior to the increased influx of foreign born labor 

from the 1960s onwards, followed by higher proportions of refugees due to armed conflicts, 

oppression, and famines around the world. The first syllabus for Swedish as a Foreign 

Language, which was an auxiliary subject to support SWE, was introduced in 1980 and two 

years later the name was changed to Swedish as a Second Language, albeit still an auxiliary 

subject to support SWE (Josephson, 2018; Tingbjörn, 2004) and without requirements for 

qualified teachers. By 1987, a new teacher education requirement was implemented to include 

SSL as a school subject from elementary level to upper secondary level and as a result of an 

extended political debate, SSL became a subject in its own right in 1995 (Tingbjörn, 2004). In 

alignment with the previously mentioned 2009 Language Act (SFS 2009:600, 

Kulturdepartementet, 2009), the significance of multilingualism is articulated in the SSL 

upper secondary syllabus (Skolverket, 2011, also see Hedman & Magnusson, 2019b) which 

states that: 

 
 The purpose of teaching the subject Swedish as a second language is that students should develop skills 

in and knowledge of the Swedish language. Students should also be given the opportunity to reflect on 

their own multilingualism and their ability to master and develop a functional and rich second language 

in Swedish society.  

 

 The subject helps students to enhance their multilingualism and confidence in their own language skills, 

while at the same time gaining greater respect for the languages of others and the way in which other 

people express themselves.  

 

 Multilingualism is an asset for both the individual and society and by comparing language skills and 

linguistic experience with others, students should be given the opportunity to develop a better 

understanding of the function that language has for communication, thinking and learning.    

 

Since 1995, and in agreement with the regulations for both compulsory school (K–9) and 

upper secondary school (10–12) (SFS 2011:15, Utbildningsdepartementet, 2011 & SFS 

2010:2039, Utbildningsdepartementet, 2010) the Swedish language has been the source of 

two separate, nonetheless parallel and formally equally recognized school subjects, i.e. 

Swedish (SWE) and Swedish as a Second Language (SSL). 

2.2.1 The Status of SSL 

Although formally equal in terms of admission requirements for postsecondary education, 

students perceive a linguistic hierarchy (e.g., Economou, 2015; Fridlund, 2011; Josephson, 

2018; Lindberg, 2009; Sahlée, 2017; Torpsten, 2008; see also Hedman & Magnusson 2018 

for an overview; Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a). While SWE is considered more prestigious, 

SSL is often seen as a lower-status alternative to SWE (ibid.). In contrast to the intended 

purpose of establishing SSL as a school subject of its own, which was to give SSL and 

multilingualism an elevated status, it was often perceived as stigmatized due to the hegemony 

of SWE (Josephson, 2018). In order to contextualize the similar, although slightly 

differentiated, syllabi of SWE and SSL, the Swedish National Agency for Education has 

published a series of commentaries targeting teachers and administrators. The vagueness 

surrounding SSL and the confusion about whom it is intended for has led to the 

                                                      
7 Before 1962 the school subject Swedish was referred to as Mother Tongue. 
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misconception of it being a subject for “low-achieving students, enveloped in negative 

attitudes and low status” (MSU, 2004, p. 46, my translation). In its introduction to the 

commentaries on SSL, the National Agency for Education addresses the uncertainty 

prevalent, especially among students, in regards to the degree of difficulty of SSL compared 

to SWE: “Swedish as a Second Language is not an easier subject than Swedish” (Skolverket, 

2017b, p. 5, my translation).   

 

The overall purpose of both subjects is the same, namely to give students adequate language 

skills as necessary tools for thinking, communicating, and learning not only for school but for 

life so that the prospect of making active life choices is guaranteed for everyone (Skolverket, 

2011, 2017b; also see Cummins, 2017). According to Economou (2015), the differences in the 

core content maintain the power relationship and the subordinate role of SSL compared to 

SWE. Thus the distinction between the two subjects is more explicit in the 2011 syllabus 

(Gy11) compared to the preceding one from 2000, and giving each subject a stronger presence 

has resulted in a new power struggle where SWE is defined by cultivation of literature and 

SSL by functional language (Economou, 2015, p. 85). 

 

Moreover, SSL is by far the K–2 school subject with the lowest number of qualified teachers. 

During the academic year of 2016–2017, 27 % of the elementary teachers, 37 % of the middle 

school teachers, and 30 % of the high school teachers were licensed to teach SSL (Josephson, 

2018, p.147) meaning that a large number of SSL students are still “put in mainstream 

instruction without any support or professional guidance from specially trained teachers” 

(Lindberg, 2008, p. 78). In a similar vein, Bjuhr (2019, p. 179) concludes that while students 

enrolled in the language introduction program perceive a “high level of language support” in 

relation to an advanced curriculum, the transition to national high school programs often 

entails a setback in terms of adequate pedagogical scaffolding (see 4.1.1) and a routine 

translocation to the high school SSL classroom. 

2.2.2 The MSU 2004 Survey 

At the beginning of the 2000s a national survey of Swedish as a Second Language (SSL) was 

administered by a government agency (Myndigheten för Skolutveckling). The result of the 

MSU 2004 survey has become a platform for national research and discussions concerning 

Swedish as one language but two school subjects (e.g., Economou, 2007, 2015; Fridlund, 

2011; Hedman & Magnusson, 2018; Sahlée 2017). Despite the strong position of SSL in 

national policy documents, the experts engaged by the agency concluded that the subject was 

underutilized to the point of permanent abandonment due to substandard organization and an 

unsuccessful implementation, which resulted in students and parents feeling marginalized. In 

addition, the shortage of qualified SSL teachers along with the vague wording that SSL be 

offered to L2 students if needed, were identified as reasons for the ineffective implementation 

of the subject. A new broadened approach to Swedish as one school subject was suggested as 

a replacement for SSL, but never implemented. The aim was to blend the two subjects, SWE 

and SSL, into one new combined school subject encompassing all aspects of the Swedish 

language where “second language acquisition thrives as a part of Swedish” (MSU, 2004, p. 

51, my translation), a suggestion which Josephson (2018, p.147) advocates against based on 

the foreseeable loss of second language perspectives in learning environments dominated by 

native speakers of Swedish, resulting in lower grades for students whose mother tongue is not 

Swedish.  

 
The question of Swedish as one broadened subject, or two or even three school subjects 

persists. As pointed out by Lindberg and Hyltenstam (2013), who also argue against the MSU 
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2004 proposal of Swedish as one broadened school subject, there is a vast difference between 

SSL for newly arrived students compared to students who have lived the majority of their 

lives, or even their entire lives in Sweden. To better suit all students’ needs Lindberg and 

Hyltenstam (2013, p. 43) suggest a tracking system which articulates different stages of 

language acquisition, where Swedish as a New Language becomes the first step, followed by 

Swedish as a Second Language, and ultimately the third step is a reformed version of Swedish 

encompassing students studying the Swedish language irrespective of first or second language 

acquisition. Lindberg and Hyltenstam (2013) call for changes in the current curriculum and 

syllabus to come into force in order to accommodate all students in our schools. As pointed 

out by Lindberg (2008, p. 85), “The increasing multilingualism in Sweden concerns educators 

at all levels and has put language at the top of the agenda of educational policies and 

democratic rights.”  
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3. Prior Research 

A fundamental value of the Swedish education system is that “education should be based on 

scientific grounds and proven experience” (Skolverket, 2013, p. 4). From an international 

perspective, research into second language learning and teaching has a long and motley 

history, especially in English speaking countries such as the USA, Canada, the UK, and 

Australia (Gibbons, 2006). In Sweden, following an extended political debate impacted by a 

serious downturn in the economy (Tingbjörn, 2004), the school subject SSL, in its present 

form, was implemented in 1995 and is therefore not only a relatively new subject but also a 

nascent research area where empirical studies and student perspectives are scarce (Hedman & 

Magnusson, 2018, 2019a). What follows is a brief account of prior research at the national 

level in the field of Swedish as a second language.  

3.1 The Question of Justification of SSL 

In 2004, a Swedish government agency (Myndigheten för Skolutveckling) carried out a 

survey in order to investigate the implementation of SSL, which together with MT, constitutes 

a central part of the adopted pluralistic language and education policy of Sweden. Although 

there was a consensus among the MSU 2004 investigators that the implementation of SSL 

was underserved at every level, and consequently should be discontinued, the survey has been 

criticized for its limited scope (Lindberg & Hyltenstam, 2013). Instead of two separate and 

segregated school subjects, that exacerbate the gap between the majority (SWE) learners and 

the minority (SSL) learners of the Swedish language, the MSU 2004 report suggested a 

broader approach to Swedish as one school subject for all students, irrespective of L1 or L2 

learning. Since its implementation in 1995, the existence or non-existence of SSL as a school 

subject in its own right has been highlighted in multiple dissertations and articles (e.g., 

Economou, 2007, 2015; Fridlund, 2011; Lindberg & Hyltenstam 2013; Sahlée, 2017; 

Torpsten, 2008), which according to Hedman and Magnusson (2018, p.17) is a sign of its 

subordinate role. While the question of justification of SSL is an ongoing debate in society, in 

politics, and within the academic field, no initiatives are being taken in order to suggest 

meaningful improvements of how to better organize the teaching of SSL (ibid). 

3.2 Colliding Discourses 

In a recent analysis of 17 Swedish studies on SSL in relation to equality, Hedman and 

Magnusson (2018) found that there are two colliding discourses. In conjunction with an 

equality-as-equal-opportunity approach, or bottom-up perspective, where “individuals and 

groups maintain their rights to be considered equal, even if they are different” (Westling 

Allodi, 2007, p. 143), the SSL discourse corresponds to the purposes of SSL in its present 

form. As a parallel school subject to SWE, the SSL discourse is underpinned by research on 

second language learning and how to develop best practices. However, the obvious stark 

implementation issues regarding SSL are still present (Hedman & Magnusson, 2018). The 

countervailing and colliding inclusion discourse is defined by an equality-as-uniformity 

approach, or a pressure from the top down (Westling Allodi, 2007, p. 143) where social needs 

and “the separation of students [is seen as] a key problem” (Hedman & Magnusson, 2018, p. 

2) in itself, as it maintains the order of discourse, consequently leading to stigmatization and 

discrimination (e.g., Fridlund 2011; Torpsten 2008). In addition, Hedman and Magnusson 
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(2018) discerned interdiscursive relations due to the fact that both discourses are strained by 

different interpretations of deficiencies concerning inclusion and multilingualism either as 

resources or shortcomings.  

 

Despite the fact that the history of SSL per se is short, it is dramatic and transforming. The 

two aforementioned colliding discourses and their interdiscursive relationship, are put into 

practice in light of two studies carried out by Economou (2007, 2015). In 2007, Economou 

empirically investigated attitudes and aspects of SSL in upper secondary schools in Malmö.8 

Her findings showed that out of 273 multilingual 10th graders, 59 % of the students stated that 

as they transitioned from compulsory school to high school, they did not receive any 

information about SSL. On the other hand, common responses among students who had been 

informed about SSL were that “you get more help in SSL,” “if you are not confident in the 

Swedish language, you should take SSL,” “if you have an immigrant background you have a 

chance to take SSL,” and “you can get a better grade in SSL” (Economou, 2007, p. 63, my 

translation). 

 

Likewise, 51 % of the students declared that they were unaware of the fact that they even had 

a choice of which subject to study, SWE or SSL. In accordance with the MSU 2004 report, 

Economou (2007) identified several deficiencies concerning the delivery of SSL. For 

example, the absent selection process of which subject to study, and the need for adequate 

information and diagnostic tools in conjunction with the urgency of a more explicit and 

extensive SSL syllabus were highlighted. By contrast, the participants articulated that they 

were satisfied with SSL and described a sense of belonging and security. Subsequently, 

Economou (2007, p. 136) eventually drew the conclusion that two school subjects were 

justified, especially due to the impending risk of a new power relationship where second 

language perspectives would be pushed to the background in favor of mainstream approaches 

to Swedish. 

 

In contrast to her earlier findings, Economou (2015, p. 116) now advocates for a broadened 

and blended course of action where SWE is perceived as one language and one school 

subject. 
My vision is a new inclusive subject for all students, independent of their origins or future plans, 

a subject containing language, literature and culture that would become the most important 

subject in school.  
 

During the period of time elapsing between Economou’s studies, a new national curriculum 

(Gy11)9 was implemented but the desired outcome was not attained. Instead of an elevated 

status as a result of a more distinct SSL syllabus and a balanced relationship between the two 

school subjects, an unpredicted power relationship emerged from the differences found in the 

syllabi, where SWE is defined by cultivation of literature and SSL by functional language 

(Economou, 2015, p. 85).  

3.2.1 A Break in the Trend 

As previously mentioned, the history of SSL is short yet eventful and it has already witnessed 

the imposition of new and revised syllabi. Politicians have taken a stand (for an overview of 

the political process leading to the 1995 implementation of SSL, see Tingbjörn, 2004), and 

changed their positions in accordance with new research findings “reflecting the relatively 

                                                      
8 Malmö is the third biggest city in Sweden. 

9 The new curriculum for the upper secondary school was implemented in 2011, replacing the previous one from 1994. 
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high impact of the academic field on the political field in terms of multilingual education 

policy” in Sweden (Hedman & Magnusson, 2018, p. 2).  

 

Time is an important aspect to take into consideration in the analysis of the growing field of 

research on SSL (cf. Economou 2007 & 2015). The results from research conducted at the 

beginning of the 2000s may have to be reappraised in light of the implementation of the 2011 

national curriculum and the rapid change in demography due to increased migration 

worldwide. The research to date has tended to focus on the question of the justification of SSL 

from a political and academic point of view rather than empirical research on educational 

practices and student perspectives (Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a). While SSL is still beset 

with implementation problems, power-struggles, and low effectiveness, recent research 

carried out by Hedman and Magnusson (2019a) evidences contrasting perceptions of SSL 

perceived as a stigmatized second-best alternative to SWE from a student perspective. In 

conjunction with their SSL discourse analysis vis-à-vis educational equity (Hedman & 

Magnusson, 2018), and against the background of previous SSL research in general (see 

above) and the lack of empirical research in particular, Hedman and Magnusson (2019a, p. 

14) defined two main questions for their research into student perspectives on SSL: 

 
 What are students’ motives for choosing and staying in SSL, and what are their positionings toward this 

choice? 

 If they do, how do students position themselves in relation to social categorizations of students, such as 

SSL students, reported on in previous studies on second language education? 

 

On the basis of the two abovementioned questions, 15 SSL students in three highly diverse 

and multilingual high schools were interviewed. While five of the interviewees were born in 

Sweden by foreign-born parents, ten of the interviewees had either immigrated to Sweden in 

elementary school or in middle school (Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a, p. 13). In addition, 

Hedman and Magnusson (2019a, p. 11) observed three qualified10 SSL teachers and a total of 

58 SSL classes during two semesters. Their findings (ibid. p. 26) reveal two main reasons 

expressed by students as to why multilingual high school students study SSL, not only 

initially, but also going forward, and they are (1) effective pedagogical scaffolding and (2) an 

intellectually challenging curriculum (see Gibbons, 2006, 2016). These findings pertain to 

students who were foreign-born as well as to students who were born in Sweden. 

 

These results provide “counter images” to the “negative societal discourses on immigration 

and L2 use” (Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a, p. 1). However as regards inclusion and a high 

academic content, Hedman and Magnusson’s (2019a) analysis also indicates traces of a low 

degree of student agency concerning the actual choice of what subject to study, SWE or SSL. 

While some students felt spurred by middle school teachers or guidance counselors to take 

SSL, other students, who were mainly born in Sweden, described a feeling of being 

collectively transferred from the SSL classroom in compulsory school to the SSL classroom 

in high school rather than being asked or informed of the fact that as they enter upper 

secondary education, they have a personal choice of which subject best suits their need, SWE 

or SSL. 

                                                      
10 The requirement for teaching SSL in high school is 90 ECTS credits, which corresponds to three full-time semesters of studies. 
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4. Theoretical Points of Departure 

This section describes and discusses the theoretical points of departure of the present study, 

which draw upon the current implementation of Swedish as two parallel school subjects, SWE 

and SSL. The power struggle resulting from SWE as the realm of dominant discourse and 

SSL regarded as less prestigious (e.g., Fridlund, 2011; Sahlée, 2017; Torpsten 2008) needs to 

be highlighted from multiple perspectives such as the orders of discourse, sociocultural 

theories, second language acquisition, language orientations, identity, and agency. 

 

The notion of orders of discourse is based on critical discourse analysis (CDA) which 

embodies a multitude of concepts depending on approach and theory. This study is based on 

Fairclough’s (2012, p. 456) definition of discourse understood as “diverse representations of 

social life” placed in an order of discourse (Foucault’s term re-contextualized by Fairclough). 

Although the order of discourse is characterized by the divergence between a mainstream, 

dominating discourse and a marginalized, dominated discourse Foucault (2008, p.182) claims 

that “discourse is not only a space but an operator” (my translation). Fairclough (2012) 

articulates that the order of discourse is always to be considered as an open system subject to 

change depending on the outcomes of social practices and interactions, including, for 

example, elements such as beliefs, knowledge, values, social relations, and semiosis (ibid. p. 

454). 

 

The construction of SSL is strongly linked with all the above mentioned theoretical 

perspectives as they comprise core elements of different ways to discuss second language 

teaching and learning. Building on the orders of discourse and a sociocultural perspective 

(4.1), Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) can be equated with a second 

language classroom where pedagogical scaffolding (4.1.1) constitutes a decisive element for 

second language acquisition (4.2) both as a linguistic and a social right (4.3). In addition, 

language and identity (4.4) are closely linked to students’ ability to enact their agency (4.5). 

The changeable ratio between these components and perspectives form the outset for the 

similarly open system of orders of discourse. In order to provide an interdisciplinary lens 

through which the findings of the present study are interpreted, each perspective is briefly 

outlined and discussed below. 

4.1 Sociocultural Perspectives 
The overarching framework within which the study resides is found in sociocultural theory. 

Research into sociocultural perspectives emphasizing thought and language has a long history 

and is internationally associated with Vygotsky, while the Swedish field is mainly represented 

by Säljö, who views learning as dependent on language and discursive communicative 

processes (2000, p. 37), meaning that students who are capable of navigating discourses will 

make their voices heard while others remain silent (ibid. p. 46). In the 1930s Vygotsky 

introduced the Zone of Proximal Development (ZPD) as a new approach to learning based on 

the understanding that the ZPD is a learning space where two concepts are recognized: (1) 

what the students are capable of on their own and (2) what they are able to accomplish “under 

adult guidance or in collaboration with more capable peers” (Vygotsky, 1978, p. 86). The 

ZPD was used by Vygotsky to describe the relation between learning and development in 

children in general while in the current context, it has been broadened to include second 
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language learning. Today, as noted by Kozulin in the foreword to the 2012 edition of Thought 

and Language, Vygotsky’s ideas have gained traction and are now viewed through the lens of 

the multicultural classrooms in Europe and North America that are applying Vygotsky’s ideas 

of culture in relation to thinking, learning, and what is presently known as scaffolding, as well 

as his categorization of language, taking into account the difference between everyday usage 

and academic usage. 

4.1.1 Scaffolding 

The term scaffolding was first introduced by Wood, Bruner and Ross (1976) and 

consequently never used by Vygotsky “although the notion of the ZPD of course implies it” 

(Gibbons, 2016, p. 209). Despite its common usage in the field of education, the definition of 

scaffolding varies. According to Gibbons (2016, p. 208–209) scaffolding comprises three key 

characteristics, which all relate to Vygotsky’s view on learning in the ZPD: 

 
It is temporary help that assists a learner in learning new skills, new concepts, new levels of 

understanding, and for second language learners, new ways of using language. It enables a 

learner to know how to do something (not just what to do). And it is future oriented: in 

Vygotsky’s words, what a learner can do with support today, he or she can do alone tomorrow. 

 

Accordingly, the purpose of scaffolding is “preparing students for a difficult task, not 

repairing what they have already produced without help” (Gibbons, 2016, p. 220). Mediating 

tools for learning in the ZPD consist of speaking partners, dictionaries, pencils, computers et 

cetera, depending on the desired learning outcomes (Lindberg, 2013). Following Vygotsky’s 

ZPD, the importance of scaffolding in second language classrooms is now well established by 

researchers (e.g., Cummins, 2000b; Dysthe, 1996; Gibbons, 2016; Lindberg, 2013) who agree 

that successful scaffolding includes interpersonal relationships between teachers and students 

as well as between peers, for which the use of language is the most powerful mediating tool. 

For example, an L2 learner is more likely to reach higher conversational skills when in 

dialogue with a supportive speaking partner (Lindberg, 2013). 

 

In addition, scaffolding is a process rather than a strategy or a one-time event (Gibbons, 

2016), hence it is about exploiting the learning opportunities of the ZPD, building on what 

students are already capable of in order to reach the next level (Dysthe, 1996, p. 57). An 

intellectually challenging curriculum in combination with adequate scaffolding determines 

learning outcomes for L2 students (Gibbons, 2006). While Cummins (2000b, p.165) states 

that “[t]he interactions that take place between students and teachers are more central to 

students than any method for teaching,” Lindberg (2013, p. 496) calls for change in how 

questions are being asked and answered in the classroom, moving from short answers to open-

ended answers where students are encouraged to reflect and relate to what Gibbons (2016) 

refers to as a “high challenge” curriculum where all students have a chance to acquire a 

subject-related academic language, which per se is new and often difficult for both L1 and L2 

students.  

4.2 Second Language Acquisition 

In the same vein, Cummins (e.g., 1979, 2017) draws the distinction between basic 

interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive language proficiency (CALP), 

illustrating the complexity of second language (L2) learning and the time period required for 

achieving conversational fluency (BICS) in contrast to academic proficiency (CALP). It has 

been shown conclusively that on average L2 learners attain BICS competency within two 
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years, while five to seven years, in a second language environment, are generally needed for 

CALP competency (e.g., Cummins, 2000b, 2017). As articulated by Cummins (2017, p 45), 

generating awareness about both the difference between BICS and CALP and the time aspect 

is crucial in order to avoid overemphasizing L2 students’ academic proficiency based on 

BICS, which can lead to “negative consequences concerning assessment, pedagogy, and 

potential placement in special education” (my translation).  

 

Similar to the differentiation between BICS and CALP, Gee (1990) offers a distinction 

between primary and secondary discourses, defining our primary discourse as “the language 

in which we speak and act as ‘everyday’ people” (ibid. p.156) compared to our secondary 

discourses which in the case of children and students are institutionally developed in settings 

such as school where different subjects require different academic registers depending on the 

discipline. In the context of L2 learning, the importance of attaining secondary discourses 

related to education is highlighted by Cummins (2017, p. 56) who claims the proficiency of 

secondary discourses to be directly related to people’s opportunities and life choices in 

societies where power struggles and hierarchies of discourses are constantly exercised.  

4.3 Language Orientations 

Drawing on Ruiz (1984, see also Hult & Hornberger 2016), Hult and Hornberger (2016) offer 

an informed and extended approach to the three perspectives of language orientations 

originally defined by Ruiz as (1) language as problem, (2) language as right, and (3) 

language as resource (Hult & Hornberger, 2016, p. 30). Language as problem is defined by 

the quest for monolingualism and assimilation, which contrasts with language as resource 

where multilingualism and diversity are sought after in all aspects of society (ibid. p. 38). 

Furthermore, language as right is characterized by the pursuit of equitable proficiency in the 

majority language alongside the right to maintain and further develop mastery of minority 

languages. In addition, language as right is beset with a democratic “concern that linguistic 

inequality leads to social inequality” in terms of personal freedom and social rights such as 

healthcare, employment, and education, which are accessed through language (Hult & 

Hornberger, 2016, p. 33).  

4.4 Language and Identity 

Language and identity are closely intertwined with linguistic repertoires, speech communities, 

and social relationships (Busch, 2012, p. 504). In the context of globalization and human 

mobility the notion of lived experiences of language offer a multilevel approach to second 

language learning. It is necessary here to clarify exactly what is meant by lived experiences of 

language (cf. the term Spracherleben, e.g., Busch, 2017). According to Busch (2017, p.350), 

the term does not pertain to linguistic proficiency per se but to an “emotional and bodily 

experience” of linguistic interaction. Depending on how the speaker is perceived by an 

interlocutor or an audience, emotions such as “joy, pride, shame, or fear” (ibid. p. 352) can be 

comprehended either mentally or physically.  

 

Feelings of belonging or social exclusion might also be constructed by linguistic differences 

(Busch, 2017, p. 342). As a result of social actions and constructions, people possess multiple 

identities (Gee, 2000, p. 99). While there are many ways to explore identities, one 

perspective, with relevance to this study, is the perception of affinity groups in connection to 
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second language classrooms. As defined by Gee (2000, p.105), an affinity group consists of 

people who have a shared experience of something distinct, for example, SSL: 

 
What people in the group share, and must share to constitute an affinity group, is allegiance to, 

access to, and participation in specific practices that provide each of the group’s members the 

requisite experiences. The process through which this power works, then, is participating or 

sharing. 

 

Apart from their shared group experience the members might have little or nothing else in 

common. In relation to identity, it is solely the shared participation in something particular 

that constitutes the characteristics of an affinity group (ibid. p.105).  

4.5 Student and Teacher Agency 

The term student agency can broadly be defined as “the ability to manage one’s learning” 

(Zeiser, Scholz, & Cirks, 2018) but at a deeper level Klemencic (2015, p. 13) argues that: 

 
[t]he notions of agentic possibility and orientation are temporally embedded, implying that they 

are shaped through considerations of past habits of mind and action, present judgments of 

alternatives for action and projections of the future. They are also intrinsically relational and 

social, and situated in structural, cultural and socio-economic-political contexts of action. 

 

Likewise, as pointed out by Robertson (2017), facilitating teachers and adaptive institutions 

play a significant role in order to extend and promote student agency at large. In the matter of 

teacher agency, Flessner and Kandel-Cisco (2019, p. 2) explain that teachers “must serve as 

agents of change” and they offer a threefold non-hierarchical understanding of teacher agency 

as “individual, collective, and relational” (ibid. p. 4). While individual agency is embedded in 

personal beliefs and independent actions, a collective approach enables like-minded teachers 

to take action together as agents of change. In addition, relational agency is based on the 

strength that lies in different roles joined by a common goal (Flessner & Kandel-Cisco, 2019), 

for example educators, administrators, and policymakers striving to provide all students with 

equitable access to education. 

 

Both stance (see the methodology section below) and agency share a number of key features 

which are of importance to the study. Neither stance nor agency is regarded as personal 

property or competence. In like manner stance and agency are not something that people can 

have, but something that people do (Biesta, Priestly, & Robinson, 2015; Du Bois, 2007).  

While stancetaking is a social action which concerns evaluations of utterances (Du Bois, 

2007), agency relates to the level of engagement of the actors (Biesta, Priestly, & Robinson, 

2015), which in the present study predominantly refers to how agency is exercised by 

students, and also by teachers. 
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5. Methodology 

In view of the current debate on the power struggle between different discourses of the 

Swedish language, the overarching objective of this case study is to explore why multilingual 

high school students select SSL, rather than SWE, as they transition from compulsory school 

and as they pursue their secondary education. As previously stated the three main guiding 

questions in this study are: (1) What are the key components expressed by multilingual 

students which influence whether they choose SWE or SSL in high school? (2) What are the 

affordances expressed by students, of continuing with SSL studies throughout high school? (3) 

What are the constraints expressed by students, of continuing with SSL studies throughout 

high school? 

 

In order to explore the abovementioned research questions, two sets of qualitative data 

including questionnaires completed by 30 SSL students and focus group interviews with 12 

SSL students, were collected at the research site. Two SSL teachers were also interviewed 

one-on-one, for the purpose of providing context and background on the selected research 

site. Due to this study’s focus on student perspective, the teachers’ accounts are not part of the 

data. Below, I will present the methodologies of the study followed by the selection process of 

the case study, a presentation of the selected research site including the background provided 

by the SSL teachers, and the processing and analysis of the two data sets. The end of this 

section provides an account of ethical principles and considerations along with issues 

concerning credibility, dependability, and transferability. 

5.1 Questionnaires 

Research questionnaires are commonly used in an effort to collect information about people’s 

attitudes and there are large variations in style and effectuation. Online questionnaires allow 

the researcher to follow the response rate in real-time and, if necessary, a polite reminder to 

complete the form can be sent digitally to the entire group of respondents (Hagevi & Viscovi, 

2016, p. 178). While the availability of easily accessed software and preset designs can be 

alluring, it is important as a researcher to bear in mind the primary goal is that of carefully 

creating a purposeful questionnaire (e.g., Denscombe, 2017; Hagevi & Viscovi, 2016; Trost & 

Hultåker, 2016). The advantages of the data processing when the answers are submitted 

online and directly converted into, for example, Excel files and graphic diagrams only fulfills 

its purpose if the questions are specific enough (Hagevi & Viscovi, 2016, p. 177). Therefore, 

the researcher must be wary of pre-coded questions and imposed structures (Denscombe, 

2017, p. 200). An efficient questionnaire is transparent and brief, nevertheless there are no 

short cuts to designing a purposeful questionnaire that respondents will find worthwhile to 

complete. A pilot study is therefore crucial to the outcome (Hagevi & Viscovi, 2016, p. 177). 

With a focus on the construction of a balanced and time efficient questionnaire, a variety of 

open-ended, closed-ended, and interactive questions is recommended. As pointed out by 

Denscombe (2017, p. 195) variation tends to keep the participants alert and active rather than 

mechanical.   
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5.2 Focus Group Interviews 

Focus group interviews are a qualitative method in which small groups of people, 

interconnected by specific characteristics, as in the present study where all the interviewees 

study SSL as opposed to SWE, meet together to discuss, reflect, and pose questions about 

common knowledge and lived experiences in relation to a specific topic (Denscombe, 2017, p. 

205). The interviewees are approached as subjects, indicating “that people are subject to 

discourses, power relations, and ideologies that are not of their own making but that 

nonetheless affect and perhaps even constitute what they talk about and how” (Brinkmann and 

Kvale 2015, p. 3). Considering the current public, academic, and political debate on Swedish 

as one language but two school subjects and the absence of privileged information, that is 

student input, focus group research “offers the researcher the opportunity to study the ways in 

which individuals collectively make sense of a phenomenon and construct meanings around 

it” (Bryman, 2012, p. 502). The purpose of focus group interviews, in contrast to one-on-one 

interviews and group interviews, as a means for the researcher to save time, is to gain insights 

about underlying factors of importance to the research topic through synergy (e.g., Bryman 

2012; Krueger & Casey, 2015). The focus is not only the interaction among the interviewees, 

the researcher is also interested in why the group members reason the way they do 

(Denscombe, 2017, p. 206). 

 

Accordingly, the composition of the focus groups is crucial vis-à-vis homogeneity and 

heterogeneity. On the one hand, focus group interviews are characterized by collective 

perspectives based on lived experiences, whereby a certain level of homogeneity is a key 

concept. On the other hand, heterogeneity is equally important in order for a discussion to 

evolve among the participants (Dahlin-Ivanoff & Holmgren 2017, p. 21). Focus group 

interviews are led by a moderator (in this case the researcher) who is more of a facilitator than 

an interviewer and uses either a topic guide or a question route, consisting of open-ended 

questions, in order to elicit conversation (Krueger & Casey, 2015, p. 44). It is the 

responsibility of the moderator to carefully create a welcoming and open atmosphere where 

the climate of dialogue is built on trust (Denscombe, 2017, p. 206). While an advantage of 

focus group interviews lies in the expert roles of the participants, a disadvantage is that the 

relationship between the group members must be carefully balanced or some respondents 

might not feel comfortable to engage and develop their own thoughts and ideas. In addition, 

and as a result of a successful focus group interview, the transcription process can be both 

challenging and time consuming (e.g., Bryman, 2012; Denscombe, 2017). 

5.2.1 Status of Focus Group Interview Data  

While different forms of interviews are commonly used in order to collect research data, two 

contrasting perspectives are presented by Talmy (2010, p. 128): (1) interview as research 

instrument, and (2) research interview as social practice. In contrast to the first product-

oriented perspective, the present study accedes to the second process-oriented approach where 

data are “coconstructed between interviewer and interviewee” and likewise a jointly produced 

analysis is conducive to understanding the what and how rather than solely the what (ibid. p. 

132). Therefore, the data of the present study are not to be understood as truths and facts but 

as accounts of such. 
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5.3 One-on-One Interviews  

Focus group interviews and qualitative one-on-one interviews share a number of key features 

as the emphasis lies on the in depth understanding based on feelings, opinions, and lived 

experiences of the interviewees (Denscombe, 2017, p. 203). In the present study the personal 

one-on-one interviews are not to be considered part of the data but rather as background 

information in order to understand and contextualize the research site and the two different 

data sets provided by student participants. In contrast to the questionnaires and the focus 

group interviews where all the respondents were SSL students, the participants in the one-on-

one interviews were SSL teachers. Two different methods were used for the convenience of 

the teacher participants. All four SSL teachers at the research site were asked to participate in 

the study; two accepted and two declined due to lack of time and a heavy work load. Teacher 

1 was interviewed face-to-face at the research school. The interview was audio recorded, 

transcribed verbatim, and the selected excerpts were translated from Swedish into English. 

Teacher 2 chose an online interview, conducted via e-mail and therefore did not involve the 

process of transcribing. Yet the written answers, presented as excerpts, were translated into 

English. For confidentiality reasons, private e-mail accounts were used both by the respondent 

and the researcher (ibid., p. 217). Whereas an advantage of the face-to-face interview is in the 

real time interaction, the interviewer effect becomes a non-issue in e-mail interviews, which 

also allows the participant more time to think and carefully answer the questions (Hallin & 

Helin, 2018, p. 65).  

5.4 The Present Study 

Although there is great uncertainty about many aspects of the implementation of SSL as a 

school subject parallel to SWE as well as about who it is intended for throughout the 

educational system (K–12), this case study focuses solely on high school where SSL is an 

elective and the students are authorized to choose which Swedish class best fits their need, 

SWE or SSL. An on-site holistic case study approach was adopted to capture the complexities 

of the phenomenon and to allow for a deeper insight into the reasoning of students. While 

case study research is often criticized in terms of conceivable generalizations, the value of 

case study results and findings is described by Denscombe (2017, p. 59) as threefold:”(1) in 

its own right for what it says; (2) for what it suggests by way of new avenues to explore; or 

(3) for what it explains in terms of how aspects of the case are interlinked,” all of which are 

taken into consideration in the present study and will be discussed in chapter seven.  

 

A well-known impediment of case study research is the crucial and demanding process of  

identifying, locating, and selecting a contemporary bounded and accessible research site (e.g., 

Creswell & Poth, 2018; Denscombe 2017; Yin, 2018), in this case a diverse Swedish high 

school, where a partly multilingual student body constituted a conclusive parameter. In an 

effort to identify possible research schools bounded by the abovementioned criteria, a short 

inquiry consisting of two questions regarding local school routines about the initial choice 

between SWE and SSL, was sent per e-mail to 15 randomly chosen high school principals in a 

Swedish metropolitan area. In order to effect a higher reply rate the questions asked were as 

brief and tangible as possible: 

 
 What are your routines for informing high school students about the elective SSL class?  

  Who (principal, councilor, teacher) does what in the process? 
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While there is a risk of few replies from people who by profession receive an abundance of e-

mails (Hallin & Helin, 2018, p. 37), written answers were important in order to carefully 

compare evidenced routines and possible instances for determining the type of case study to 

be conducted. Two reminders were sent to the principals who had not responded within one to 

two weeks. Out of the seven replies either from the principals or other designated 

professionals, one stood out in terms of information and agency, which provided a contrast to 

the other responses (Denscombe 2017, p. 61).  

 

In the case of Heart High School, the selected case, the principal delegated answering the two 

aforementioned questions first to the assistant principal, and in turn to an SSL teacher, all 

within the same day the inquiry was received. An SSL teacher sent a detailed list to explain 

the routines at the beginning of the school year that are meant to establish clarity in what 

subject best suits the needs of each multilingual student, SWE or SSL.  

 
This is the procedure for receiving first year students: 

 

 Lists from the national high school admission are provided by the student councilor. 

 The teaching of Swedish begins as one language, i.e., the students are not divided into cohorts of SWE 

and SSL. 

 During the first Swedish language classes diagnostic reading tests are conducted for the purpose of 

identifying special needs. However, the SSL teachers also study the results in order to detect the level of 

reading comprehension et cetera. 

 At the beginning of the semester all students also write a letter. The instructions for this letter are 

written by SSL teachers and the aim is to find out if the students have another mother tongue, other than 

Swedish, how long the students have lived in Sweden, and the students’ writing skills. 

 The SSL teachers (two collaborating SSL teachers as a general rule) go over all the letters and note all 

the students who have indicated a mother tongue other than Swedish. 

 The SSL teachers carry out individual conversations with all the students who have another mother 

tongue, except those who have already selected SSL. During the conversation the students are informed 

about the differences between SWE and SSL and the students’ rights. Depending on the information 

that we have about the student and also the results (the diagnostic reading tests and the written letter) 

we advise them either to take SSL or SWE (often SSL). The student always has the last say. 

 Departing from the individual conversations we compile lists of who is going to study SWE and SSL, 

and then the students are divided into SWE and SSL groups. After that the classes begin. 

 In conclusion, the SSL teachers do most of the work in dialogue with other subject teachers, the student 

councilor, and the assistant principal (my translation). 

Heart High School was regarded as suitable for an in-depth study “on the basis of [its] 

distinctive features” (Denscombe, 2017, p. 60) and likelihood “to illuminate [the] research 

questions under investigation” (Yin, 2018, p. 26). In addition, the research site was chosen 

and justified based on its thorough and detailed description of the local selection process as 

the students transition from compulsory school to high school. Both sets of data were 

collected during the last weeks of the spring semester of 2019 and all student participants 

were 12th grade students about to graduate from an academic national high school program. 

The decision to focus exclusively on 12th grade students, in contrast to the lower grades, was 

based on their lived experience (Busch, 2017) of the teaching of high school SSL over time 

and their prospect of articulating the process in operation from 10th to 12th grade. 
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5.5 The Research Site 

The selected research site, Heart High School, is a public medium-sized school, located in the 

outskirts of a suburban area in Sweden. While a vast majority of the students living in the 

region commute to adjacent municipalities and do not attend their local high school, circa 300 

students do the reverse and commute to Heart High School on a daily basis (Skolverket, 

2019). Since the implementation of the 2011 Curriculum for the upper secondary school, 

which also involved the introduction of a new grading system which follows a more 

internationally established grading scale from A to F, about 70 % of the graduating students 

each year are qualified for postsecondary education. Year-over-year the overall Grade Point 

Average (GPA) has not been below 12 or over 13 (ibid.).11 Statistics provided by the Swedish 

National Agency for Education (2019) show that 65 % (2018/2019) of the student body in 

national programs at Heart High School come from a migratory background (compared to 

32 % at the national level). In alignment with the definition adopted by the same agency 

(Skolverket, 2019), the term migratory background is used throughout this study to refer to 

students who were either born abroad or born in Sweden to foreign-born parents. According 

to statistics provided by Heart High School, approximately 34 % of the students on national 

programs (2018–2019) in grades 10–12 are enrolled in SSL, meaning that a large group of 

students with a migratory background are also catered to in SWE. 

5.5.1 Research Site Background Provided by SSL Teachers 

The interviewed teachers, Emma and Astrid, are teachers of SWE and SSL. Due to the current 

shortage of qualified SSL teachers and a local surplus of qualified SWE teachers, they mainly 

teach SSL. Both teachers described a local school setting that has undergone major changes in 

the last few years regarding the implementation of SSL, both in terms of who it is intended for 

and on what premises it should be effectuated. A number of years ago all students were placed 

in so-called integrated SWE/SSL classes where the majority of the students were taught by 

SWE teachers. The testimonies of Emma and Astrid were unanimous in regard to the 

organizational changes needed to establish routines to better accommodate all students and 

their linguistic needs. The incentive to improve and pursue routines to ensure adequate SSL 

teaching presented itself as a local teacher driven practice grounded in individual and 

collective teacher agency (Flessner & Kandel-Cisco, 2019). As a first step, distinct SWE and 

SSL groups were formed and as a second step, leading up to the routine presented above (and 

accounted for in both interviews), a process of change was initiated by the SSL teachers who 

together with the SWE teacher collectively took action and acted as agents of change (ibid.) 

 

During the school year of 2018–2019 there was a total of four cohorts for the teaching of 

SWE 12 and SSL 12: two SWE groups and two SSL groups. The students were grouped 

based on their national programs. For example one SSL group catered to students from the 

two natural science cohorts together with students from the vocational programs and one 

group served students from the two social science cohorts. Correspondingly, the same 

procedure was applied for the SWE classes. As explained by Emma, the reason for this 

approach was in accordance with how the teachers were organized in teams based not only on 

which national programs they were affiliated with but also on which students they taught. The 

advantage of bringing teachers who taught the same students together was for the facilitation 

of teacher collaboration such as the one between Emma and the SWE teacher on her team. All 

cohorts were scheduled at the same time and subsequently taught by four different teachers. 

                                                      
11 The highest possible GPA is 22, 5 (including the 2, 5 extra merit points for advanced classes in modern languages, math, and 

English). The average GPA in Sweden is 14, 8 (Skolverket, 2019). 
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While Emma and Astrid expressed their commitment and dedication as SSL teachers, their 

reflections also revealed frustration and discontent as the working environment for all 

students and teachers of SWE and SSL was negatively affected due to the ambiguity of the 

selection process (Excerpts 1 and 2).  
 

Excerpt 1. 

 
English Translation Original 

Astrid: There are many disadvantages to grouping the 

students like this, among other things, we need to 

pull out the students from their ordinary classes in 

order to talk to the students individually, which 

makes some students feel singled out. Another 

disadvantage is that it is time consuming and the 

teaching of Swedish has to be conducted in 

preliminary groups before the grouping is done and 

this is confusing to the students and hard for the 

teachers of Swedish. At the same time the alternative 

to not have any routines at all is so much worse.  

Astrid: Det finns många nackdelar med att dela in 

eleverna på detta sätt, bland annat att man för att 

prata med eleverna måste plocka ut dem från deras 

ordinarie lektioner en och en, vilket vissa kan 

uppleva som utpekande. En annan nackdel är att det 

tar tid och gör att svenskundervisningen måste ske i 

preliminära grupper innan indelningen är gjord, 

vilket är förvirrande för eleverna och jobbigt för 

svensklärarna. Samtidigt är alternativet att inte ha 

några rutiner alls så mycket värre.  

 

In the same vein, a gap between the school based reality and the limitation of time was voiced 

by Emma. The teachers’ emic experience of what the transition from compulsory school to 

high school entails in terms of clarifications, individual face to face meetings, and 

pedagogical resources vis-à-vis teaching Swedish as one language but two school subjects 

was not fully solved (Excerpt 2).  
 

Excerpt 2. 

 

English Translation Original 
Emma: It takes a lot of time at the beginning [of the 

school year], but to invest that time in every student, 

where he or she gets a chance to ask questions, and 

not just hand out a form, ‘here check SWE or SSL’, 

instead this meeting takes place and then questions 

and opaqueness can be addressed, and so on. So I 

really think it’s needed.  

Emma: Det tar mycket tid i början [av läsåret], men 

att avsätta den tiden för varje elev där den får chans 

att ställa frågor tillbaka och inte bara ge ut en lapp, så 

här kryssa i SVE eller SVA utan att man tar det här 

mötet för då kan man ju också fånga upp frågetecken, 

oklarheter och så. Så det tror jag faktiskt behövs.  

 

In summary, the selected research site is a school where a majority of the students come from 

a migratory background (Skolverket, 2019) and the question of SSL is a live issue. While 

65 % of the student body (10–12) comes from a migratory background (ibid.), 34 % of the 

entire student population has chosen to study SSL, meaning that a large group of multilingual 

students are also catered to in SWE. According to the two teachers, initiatives with the aim of 

clarifying the options for studying the Swedish language, i.e., SWE or SSL, and organizing 

the teaching of the two Swedish courses, have collectively been taken and implemented by 

teachers as agents of change (Flessner & Kandel-Cisco, 2019). 

5.5.2 Data Collection: Questionnaires 

With the assistance of the teachers of the two SSL cohorts in 12th grade, taken as a whole, in 

total 53 students (including the 12 interviewees) from all the offered national programs, were 

asked if they would consider filling out a web-based questionnaire about Swedish as a Second 

Language in high school (see Appendix 1). Due to the anonymized questionnaire, it is 

unknown whether some or all of the interviewees responded. All respondents were informed 

that their participation was voluntary and those who chose to respond signed a form of 

consent before participating in the study. The signed forms were entrusted to the SSL teachers 
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and then presented to me as the researcher. For both my convenience and that of the 

respondents regarding arrangements and time, a short online questionnaire (see Appendix 1) 

was constructed based on the question route (see Appendix 2) of the focus group interviews.  

 

Prior to the launching of the questionnaire, which was first shared as a link with the two SSL 

teachers, and then distributed to the students via the digital learning platform of the school, it 

was pilot-tested by twelve SSL students in 11th grade. The aim of the pilot study was to ensure 

that the software was satisfactory and the questions clear and not too time-consuming (Hagevi 

& Viscovi, 2016, p. 167). On average the questionnaire was completed in less than four 

minutes by the pilot group and there seemed to be no issues concerning the structure or 

wording of the questions. The applied software, Microsoft Forms, allowed for interactive 

questions and therefore the respondents only answered questions that were of relevance to 

them. While the chosen form enabled the participants to respond to the questions where and 

when it suited them and their teachers (Denscombe, 2017, p. 184), the results were 

synchronously converted to Excel files and graphic diagrams. The questionnaire consisted of 

both closed-ended and open-ended questions regarding the students’ linguistic background 

and lived experiences of SSL. A self-administrated web-based questionnaire is a format that 

high school students are used to, which might have increased respondent motivation and 

resulted in higher response and completion rates compared to paper questionnaires (ibid. p. 

197). Nonetheless, 30 out of 53 students chose to fill out the questionnaire, a lower than 

expected completion rate that might be explained by poor timing or a saturation of online 

questionnaires. As previously mentioned, criticism made against case study research is often 

grounded in the uncertainty pertaining to generalizability (Denscombe, 2017; Yin, 2018). Yin 

(2018, p. 21) argues that “in doing case study research your goal will be to expand and 

generalize theories (analytic generalizations) and not to extrapolate probabilities (statistical 

generalizations).” The purpose of conducting a questionnaire survey in addition to focus 

groups interviews was to gain accuracy by including the entire grade in the case study rather 

than solely the interviewees. Sixteen different mother tongues were reported by the 30 

participants and while 22 students mentioned that they studied SSL in compulsory school, 

eight shared that they had previously studied SWE. Furthermore, as shown in Table 1, there 

was wide diversity with regards to the students’ age of arrival in Sweden.  

 

Table 1. Participating students and their age of arrival in Sweden 

Born in 

Sweden 

Preschool Elementary 

School 

Middle School Junior High 

School 

High School 

7 5 4 5 7 2 

Preschool = age 0–5, Elementary School = grades K–3, Middle School = grades 4–6, Junior High School = 

grades 7–9, High School = grades 10–12. 

5.5.3 Stance Analysis 

As suggested by Yin (2018, p. 4), case study research is suitable when the aim is to 

thoroughly explain the occurrence of an existing phenomenon by mainly asking how or why 

questions, which is why stance analysis is used an analytical tool for the two qualitative data 

sets of the present study (see Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a). According to a definition 

provided by Du Bois (2007, p. 163) stance is a “public act by a social actor, achieved 

dialogically through overt communicative means, of simultaneously evaluating objects, 

positioning subjects (self and others), and aligning with other subjects, with respect to any 

salient dimension of the sociocultural field.” While affective stances stem from emotions of 

the speaker (subject), for example, “I’ feel” (see Excerpt 11), epistemic stances derive from 

knowledge and statements such as “I argued” (see Excerpt 13) and “I stand for” (see 
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Excerpt 20). As pointed out by Chindamo, Allwood and Ahlsén (2012) it can be difficult to 

draw a clear line, consequently affective and epistemic features and meanings are often 

blended. By the same token both types of stances involve positionality in relation to context 

and culture where the speaking subjects (stancetakers) align or disalign (Du Bois, 2007; Jaffe, 

2009). As described by Jaffe (2009, p 25), the act of stance is significant to the linguistic 

hierarchies, such as the power relationship between the discourses on Swedish as one 

language but two school subjects, which are either reproduced or challenged by individual 

agency, which in this case relates to student and teacher agency.  

5.5.4 Data Analysis: Questionnaires 

Due to the brief nature of the questionnaire, the data were thematically analyzed (Braun & 

Clark, 2006) in relation and conjunction to the patterns discerned in the focus group 

interviews, i.e., as part of the overall thematic analysis (see 5.5.5). Where applicable, the 

participants’ open-ended answers were also analyzed by means of stance analysis (Du Bois 

2007; Jaffe, 2009). As previously mentioned, data collected through web-based questionnaires 

such as Microsoft Forms, are automatically converted to perspicuous diagrams and Excel 

files. The pilot study showed that the questions were understandable to the respondents and 

answered within a reasonable time frame.  

5.5.5 Data Collection: Focus Group Interviews 

As pointed out by Dahlin-Ivanoff and Holmgren (2017, p. 56) researchers often have limited 

access to potential interviewees, whereas people who have a natural connection to the target 

group are able to provide the participants with necessary information about the study. In order 

to recruit students for group interviews in the format of semi structured focused interviews, 

one of the SSL-teachers at the research site was consulted. Participation was based solely on 

the interest of the students and therefore no consideration was taken as to gender or length of 

time of residency in Sweden. The students who volunteered to participate were initially 

grouped by their teacher for the purpose of achieving the group dynamics utterly crucial to the 

success of focus group interviews (ibid.). Due to the small-scale of the research study the 

focus interviews were conducted in four triads. In the case of interviewees being absent, new 

respondents volunteered on the spot. The interviews took place during two different days in 

May of 2019, right after the National Test of Swedish and Swedish as a Second Language, 

provided by the Swedish National Agency for Education. For the convenience of the students, 

they were interviewed during class time. The SSL teacher booked an adjoining group room at 

Heart High School for the four interview sessions.  

 

Before the sessions began, the purpose of the study and the format of focus group interviews 

was explained as was the request for and purpose of audio recording (Bryman, 2012, p. 511). 

In order to minimize the interviewer effect, I briefly introduced myself as a university student  

and a researcher but not as a teacher, “based on the possibility that they [the students] might 

supply answers which they feel fit in with what the researcher expects from them – fulfilling 

the perceived expectations of the researcher” (Denscombe 2017, p. 209). The students were 

once again informed, both verbally and in print, about the voluntariness of the interviews and 

the concepts of professional secrecy, anonymity, and confidentiality (Good Research 

Practice, 2017). The 12 students who chose to participate (see Table 2) signed forms of 

consent. While all students were enrolled in the same academic program and SSL group, the 

SSL group in turn consisted of students from two parallel cohorts of the same program. In 

Table 2, all the students who were interviewed are listed together with data on their age of 

arrival in Sweden and which of the Swedish classes, SWE or SSL, they studied in compulsory 
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school. Both of these components of the respondents’ linguistic background were included in 

the table as they “may be important aspect[s] in considering attitudes towards a second 

language subject” (Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a, p. 13). 

 

As shown in Table 2 below, four of the interviewees were born in Sweden, two arrived at 

preschool age, four during elementary school, one in middle school, and one of the 

participants arrived in Sweden during the final years of compulsory school. While half of the 

interviewees reported that they had studied SWE during compulsory school, three students 

had experienced integrated SWE and SSL classes, two students had studied SSL, and one was 

unable to account for whether it was SWE or SSL until she reached 8th grade. In addition, ten 

of the participants stated that they had actively chosen between SWE and SSL as they 

transitioned from compulsory school while two reported that they were transferred or placed 

and never knew that they had a choice. In total, five out of the 12 participants had chosen to 

study SWE but later switched to SSL. 
 

Table 2. Participating Interviewees 

Name Age of Arrival in 

Sweden 

Subject Studied in Compulsory 

School 

Experiences of SSL as a High 

School Elective 

Anya Born in Sweden Unsure whether it was SWE or 

SSL until 8th grade and then 

integrated SWE and SSL class. 

Actively chose SSL when she 

filled out her high school 

application online. 

Ekaterina Preschool Integrated SWE and SSL class Arrived to Heart High School in 

11th grade and actively chose 

SSL. 

Hamed Born in Sweden Integrated SWE and SSL class 

except for the last two years (SSL) 

Actively chose SSL but does 

not remember how or when. 

Ines Elementary school SSL Actively chose SSL but does 

not remember how or when. 

John Elementary school SSL except for the last two years 

(SWE and SSL integrated) 

Actively chose SWE but 

immediately switched to SSL. 

Lale Preschool SWE Arrived at Heart High School in 

11th grade and was 

automatically placed in SSL. 

Maria Middle School SWE Actively chose SWE but 

switched to SSL after two 

months. 

Noor Elementary School SWE Was placed in SSL based on 

test scores. 

Rashid Junior High School SSL Arrived at High School in 11th 

grade and actively chose to 

continue with SSL. 

Salma Born in Sweden SWE Actively chose SWE but 

immediately switched to SSL. 

Sunan Elementary School SWE Actively chose SWE but 

switched to SSL after the first 

year. 

Tarick Born in Sweden SWE Arrived late during the first 

semester and actively chose to 

switch from SWE to SSL. 

Preschool = age 0–5, Elementary School = grades K–3, Middle School = grades 4–6, Junior High School = 

grades 7–9. 

 

During the one-on-one interview with the SSL teacher, Emma, which took place a month 

prior to the focus group interviews, the fact that the students had given persuasive speeches, 

on the topic of the justification of SSL was communicated. This knowledge was utilized in 
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terms of the format of the introductory questions (see Appendix 2 for the complete question 

route), which were related to the speeches given by the students in class earlier that school 

year. The key questions of the question route were loosely based on Hedman and 

Magnusson’s (2019a) study of “Student ambivalence towards second language education in 

three Swedish upper secondary schools” though adjusted in scope and detail to better fit the 

present study. Open-ended questions about the students’ aspirations beyond high school were 

used as ending questions. While I had scheduled 60 minutes with each focus group (Krueger 

& Casey 2015, p. 191), approximately 40–50 minutes were used for the interview session and 

the remaining time for introductions, practicalities, and conclusions, including my words of 

thanks for the interviewees’ time and participation (Bryman, 2012, p. 511). All interviews 

were audio recorded and transcribed verbatim, which consequently resulted in a transcript-

based analysis (Krueger & Casey, 2015, p. 149). Since the interviews were conducted in 

Swedish, the processing of data also involved translation of the original transcripts, presented 

as excerpts, into English. 

5.5.6 Data Analysis: Focus Group Interviews 

In conjunction with the data set collected via questionnaires, the qualitative focus group 

interviews were analyzed thematically by means of the step-by step guide provided by Braun 

and Clark (2006). As defined by Braun and Clark (2006, p. 6) a “[t]hematic analysis is a 

method for identifying, analysing, and reporting patterns (themes) within data” and it involves 

six steps: (1) familiarasing yourself with your data, (2) generating initial codes, (3) searching 

for themes, (4) reviewing themes, (5) defining and naming themes, and (6) producing the 

report. In this study, the process of defining and naming themes is based on an abductive 

approach. In contrast to deduction, which is grounded in theory, and induction, which is  

guided by data, abduction offers a hybrid approach to reasoning and is “founded in the 

interaction between the theoretical perspective and the outcome of the participants’ 

understanding” of a certain topic (Olsson & Sörensen, 2011, p. 48, my translation).  

 

In order to familiarize myself with the data and to produce transcripts for the subsequent 

steps, all four recorded focus group interviews were transcribed verbatim. The reading and re-

reading of the transcripts marked the beginning of the second step which involved initial 

coding. With the purpose of identifying potential themes, I used highlighters to code patterns 

such as expressions and feelings about the transition from compulsory school to high school, 

the reasons for choosing SSL (or no choice), previous experiences of SWE or SSL, the core 

content, the grades, the teachers, the peers, preconceptions, and the future. Following the 

advice given by Braun and Clark (2006, p.18), several of the code extracts were multicolored 

as they might pertain to multiple themes. In addition, I wrote notes, mostly consisting of 

names, in the margin to keep a record of the interface between the different participants and 

the four focus groups.  

 

Moving on to the third step I used post-it notes to organize the codes into four potential 

themes and while the overall themes changed during the fourth and review step, the fifth step 

resulted in four salient themes: (1) SSL-a High School Elective, (2) A Student Perspective on 

the Question of the Justification of SSL, (3) Two Parallel School Subjects in Practice, and (4) 

Constructions of SSL. During the sixth and final step, as the writing process began, I divided 

each theme into sub-themes in order to better structure the analysis and the interpretation of 

what the themes reveal in connection to the overall research questions. On the basis of the 

theoretical points of departure, the statements made by the participants (which are presented 

below in excerpts 3–23), were analyzed in terms of stance analysis linked to student agency.  
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5.5.7 Ethical Considerations 

Social change and social development constantly lead to new research questions and new 

methods whereby ethical issues and principles are to be regarded as dynamic rather than static 

(Vetenskapsrådet, 2017). It is always the responsibility of the researcher to ensure that the 

appropriate codes of research ethics are followed (Denscombe, 2017, p. 340). The focused 

interviews with student participants and the interview with one of the teachers were all audio 

recorded instead of filmed due to the increased risk of discomfort in connection with video 

recording (Hallin & Helin, 2018, p. 45). The teacher participant who chose to be interviewed 

via e-mail was asked to use a private e-mail account in order to secure anonymity and prevent 

any kind of harm or risk. To guarantee anonymity all names of participants and places have 

been replaced by pseudonyms and no native languages are mentioned in the study. The 

student questionnaires were completed digitally and anonymously using Microsoft Forms. 

Prior to the actual data collection of both sets, all potential participants received information 

about the study, both verbally and in print, and those who decided to participate signed an 

informed consent form with the understanding that their contributions to the data collection 

would be stored safely and that their participation was fully voluntary. Likewise, all the 

participants were informed of their right to discontinue their participation at any time without 

any negative consequences. 

5.5.8 Credibility, Dependability, and Transferability 

On the grounds of the different approaches to quantitative and qualitative research, the terms 

credibility and dependability are often used instead of validity and reliability when qualitative 

research is conducted (Denscombe, 2017, following Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Due to the 

design of the present study, which per se is founded in the pursuit of understanding, 

transferability (ibid.) is used for the purpose of accuracy with regards to generalizability and 

qualitative research. As previously mentioned, generalizability is often seen as a weak point 

of qualitative research (e.g. Krueger & Casey, 2015; Yin, 2018) which is why alternative and 

more adequate terms are transferred among qualitative researchers (e.g., Denscombe, 2017; 

Krueger & Casey, 2015). While quantitative and qualitative studies alike strive for 

“generalizable findings […] that go beyond the setting for the specific case or experiment” 

(Yin, 2018, p.38) qualitative research such as the present study needs to be transferable in 

order to be regarded as dependable. 

 

With the objective of dependability and transferability, the readers of the present study are 

furnished with detailed information (see above) about the data collection and research process 

(Denscombe, 2017, p. 328; Krueger & Casey, 2015, p. 242). Two sets of qualitative data were 

collected in order to construct credibility: focus group interviews and questionnaires. The 

coconstructed data collected from the focus group interviews are based on Talmy’s (2010, p. 

128) social practice approach to the understanding not only of what the phenomenon is but 

also of how it occurs. The data are therefore to be understood as accounts of truths and facts. 

Additionally, the descriptive credibility in terms of background information and context about 

the research site was produced on the basis of national statistics (Skolverket, 2019) and two 

one-on-one interviews with teachers, which have been validated by the teacher participants 

(Denscombe, 2017, p. 326). Moreover, the four tactics of “pattern matching, explanation 

building, addressing rival explanations, and using logic models” (Yin, 2018, p. 45) were 

applied to the data in terms of grounded prior research (e.g., Bjuhr, 2019; Economou 2007, 

2015, Hedman & Magnusson, 2018, 2019a) as well as a thematic analysis which by definition 

is built on patterns “in relation to different epistemological and ontological positions” (Braun 

& Clark, 2006, p. 2). 
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6. Findings and Interpretations 

The findings gathered from the two collected data sets are presented and analyzed 

thematically and concurrently. As pertains to thematic analysis, the collected data have been 

interpreted and categorized into four salient themes based on the three guiding research 

questions: (1) SSL- a High School Elective, (2) A Student Perspective on the Question of the 

Justification of SSL, (3) Two Parallel School Subjects in Practice, and (4) Constructions of 

SSL. In the following sections, the first two themes (6.1 and 6.2) pertain to research question 

number one (reasons for choosing SSL), the third theme (6.3) corresponds to research 

question number two (affordances of SSL), and the fourth theme (6.4) to research question 

number three (constraints of SSL). All themes are analyzed on the basis of stance analysis. 

6.1 SSL—a High School Elective 

The first research question of the present study addresses what key components influence 

whether multilingual students choose SWE or SSL in high school. As previously mentioned 

(see Table 2), five out of the 12 participants (Anya, Ekaterina, Hamed, Ines, and Rashid) in 

the focus group interviews reported that they had actively decided to continue with SSL as 

they transitioned from compulsory school to high school, while a group of four participants 

(Maria, Salma, Sunan, and Tarick) had actively chosen to continue with SWE which they had 

previously studied. For different reasons Maria, Salma, Sunan, and Tarick enacted their 

student agency and later decided to transfer from SWE to SSL. One participant (John), 

reported that he had studied SSL in compulsory school and based on the recommendation 

from a family member purposely selected SWE when given a choice. However, he 

immediately discovered that SSL suited his linguistic repertoire better and therefore took 

action and switched to SSL after his first SWE class. Two of the participants (Lale and Noor) 

who had both studied SWE in compulsory school stated that they never felt like they were 

given a choice. Likewise, eight of the 30 respondents to the questionnaire expressed that the 

decision to study SSL was made for them without their participation (see 6.1.4). 

6.1.1 The Notion of SSL as an Easier School Subject than SWE 

The common belief among students in general, that SSL is an easier school subject than SWE 

(Skolverket, 2017b), was brought out by Salma who epistemically (“are easier”) stated it as a 

fact and a stance which both Ekaterina and Ines protested and positioned themselves in 

disalignment with Salma (“they’re not”) (Excerpt 3). 

 
Excerpt 3. 

 
English translation Original 
Researcher: Why did you choose Swedish as a 

second language? Can you mention a few reasons? 

Forskaren: Varför har du valt svenska som 

andraspråk? Kan du nämna några skäl? 

 
Salma: Me? Because the knowledge requirements 

are easier. 
Salma: Jag? För att det är lättare kunskapskrav. 

 

Ekaterina: They’re not! Ekaterina: Det är det inte. 

 

Ines: No, they’re not! Ines: Nej, det är det inte. 

 

Salma: Sure they are!  Salma: Det är det visst det!  
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Ekaterina: They’re not! Ekaterina: Det är det inte alls. 

 

Salma: They are too! Salma: Det är det visst. 

 

Ines: No, they’re not! Ines: Nej, det är det inte. 

 

Salma: Sure they are! Salma: Det är det visst det. 

 

Ekaterina: No! Ekaterina: Nej. 

 

Salma: Sure they are! They are, aren’t they? Salma: Det är det visst det, det är det visst det. Visst 

är det?  

 

 

The controversy continued with persistence and insistence until Salma expressed epistemic 

doubt through the use of a tag question (“aren’t they?”) by which she sought confirmation 

from her interlocutors, including the researcher. Consequently, the focus was then moved 

back to Salma and her personal reasons for choosing SSL. Salma, who was born in Sweden, 

and who had studied SWE all through compulsory school, initially chose to continue with 

SWE in high school. Nevertheless, she immediately enacted her student agency and switched 

to SSL (Excerpt 4). 

 
Excerpt 4. 

 

English translation Original 

Salma: So, really, I’ve always attended ordinary 

Swedish classes. I’ve taken Swedish since I was 

little. But when I started high school, I had signed up 

for Swedish, but I thought, when I saw the students 

in that class, I thought that they were too smart for 

me. I thought, I want to go with my, with someone, 

seriously, I swear… 

Salma: Alltså, egentligen har jag alltid gått i vanlig 

svenska. Jag har gått i svenska sedan jag var liten. 

Men när jag började på gymnasiet då skulle jag vara 

på en vanlig svensklektion egentligen, men jag 

tänkte, jag såg vilka som var i den klassen och då 

tänkte jag bara att de här är för smarta för mig. Jag 

tänkte att jag vill gå med min, med någon, alltså jag 

svär… 

 

 

Salma’s epistemically and affectively blended (“I thought”) statements in combination with 

her unfinished remark suggest that her decision to study SSL was not primarily based on 

differences between SWE and SSL, but on her preconceived notion of the linguistic 

repertoires of her fellow students as the elites, resulting in her need to negotiate her identity. 

A feeling of being intimidated and inferior to the students in the SWE setting led her to the 

SSL classroom where she felt socially and linguistically equal in the linguistic discourse (e.g., 

Gee, 2000; Säljö, 2000). She affectively longed to be with people she knew and they were in 

the SSL classroom. As shown above, Salma also held a strong opinion that SSL would be an 

easier subject than SWE. While Ekaterina argued against Salma’s standpoint, the existence 

and significance of it was acknowledged in an affectively (“you want to, you want to”) and 

epistemically (“it’s not true) blended expression of her own reasons for studying SSL 

(Excerpt 5).   
 

Excerpt 5. 

 
English translation Original 

Researcher: Can you describe the process of 

choosing Swedish as a second language in high 

school? 

Forskaren: Hur gick det till när ni valde svenska som 

andraspråk på gymnasiet? 
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Ekaterina: It was very clear, it was a question. What 

language do you speak at home? I speak [xxx] at 

home. Like that. Do you want to study Swedish as a 

second language or Swedish? It was a really good 

question because when you start high school and 

you’re asked that question again, then you want to 

say, well yes I want to take Swedish…you want to 

feel… [laughter from the group]. You want to, you 

want to. You don’t want to be in the group where all 

the Swedes talk and say “Swedish as a second 

language, immigrants, they don’t know Swedish.” Do 

you understand what I’m saying? Just like they said, 

[SSL] knowledge is inferior, the knowledge 

requirements are inferior. It’s not true but you still 

want to be a part of the group that is considered 

better. It’s not like you want to attend Swedish as 

second language, where the knowledge requirements 

are easier. You still want to feel like your knowledge 

is at the same level as a Swede, but it’s different, it is 

and it will always be different. I hope that one day, 

I’ll reach the level where I feel like my Swedish is 

pure, like my Swedish is like that of a Swede with a 

Swedish background. 

Ekaterina: Det var väldigt klart, det var en fråga. Vad 

pratar du för språk hemma? Jag pratar [xxx] hemma. 

Typ så. Vill du ha svenska som andraspråk eller vill 

du ha svenska? Det är en jättebra fråga för när man 

börjar gymnasiet och får den här frågan ställd igen då 

vill man ändå säga att ja men jag vill ha svenska, man 

vill ändå känna sig…[skratt från alla]. Man vill det, 

man vill det. Man vill inte vara i den gruppen alla 

svenskar sitter och säger svenska som andraspråk, 

invandrare, kan inte svenska. Men förstår ni? Precis 

som de här säger, det är sämre kunskap, det är 

enklare kunskapskrav. Det är inte så och man vill 

ändå tillhöra den grupp som anses vara bättre. Man 

vill inte direkt gå till den som andraspråk, med 

enklare kunskapskrav. Man vill ändå känna att man 

har kunskapen på den nivån som en svensk har, 

däremot skiljer det, det gör det och det kommer alltid 

att göra det. Jag hoppas att jag en dag kommer att 

komma upp till den nivån där jag känner att min 

svenska är ren, att min svenska är som svenskan för 

en svensk som har svensk bakgrund.  

 

 

The colliding SWE and SSL discourses, discerned by Hedman and Magnusson (2018), and 

the current order and divergence between a mainstream, dominating SWE discourse and a 

marginalized, dominated SSL discourse was unequivocally portrayed in Ekaterina’s 

statement. With a high level of student agency, she earnestly made the decision to study SSL 

but not because she wanted to. Against her inner wish, she made a future oriented decision 

and affectively described what Busch (2012, p. 503) refers to as a “desire in language.” 

Ekaterina articulated how she yearned for assimilation and a future where language will not 

be a problem: a time when she will eventually “feel” assimilated, affectively and 

epistemically, and included in the SWE discourse, which she considered the better group, “the 

A-team,” as expressed by Tingbjörn (2004, p.756). As shown in the excerpt above, Ekaterina 

consistently and epistemically advocated for language as a right (Hult & Hornberger, 2016) 

and the concept of SWE and SSL as justified and equal school subjects yet she was 

distressfully aware of the hegemony of SWE. 

6.1.2 The Uncertainty about SWE and SSL  

In Ekaterina’s case the transition from compulsory school to high school brought the 

differences and the hegemony between SWE and SSL to the fore as she had previously 

attended a mainstream SWE class without any second language scaffolding. The only 

indication of the fact that she was enrolled in SSL was her grade, which indicates that SSL in 

compulsory school was a paper strategy and not a legitimate school subject (Excerpt 6). 

 
Excerpt 6. 

 

English Translation Original 

Researcher: Did you know that you studied Swedish 

as a second language? 

Forskaren: Visste du att du läste svenska som 

andraspråk? 

 

Ekaterina: I knew, on my report card it said Swedish 

as a second language. 

Ekaterina: Jag visste, på betygen stod det svenska 

som andraspråk. 
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Anya (Excerpt 7) expressed the same experience of epistemic ambiguity (“I guess,” “I think) 

and unawareness, stating that she did not know which subject she studied until she was in 8th 

grade. Like Ekaterina, Anya was placed in a mainstream SWE classroom and taught 

accordingly without any recognition of her status as a second language learner of Swedish, 

except for her SSL grade. 
 

Excerpt 7. 

 

English Translation English Translation 

Anya: I guess we studied Swedish because we never 

talked about it. 

Anya: Vi gick väl i svenska antar jag för vi pratade 

inte om det.  

 

Researcher: So you took Swedish until… Forskaren: Så du hade svenska fram till… 

 

Anya: The end of 8th grade, I think. Anya: Slutat av åttan tror jag. 

 

Researcher: What happened then? Were you divided 

into different groups? 

Forskaren: Och vad hände då? Blev ni indelade i 

olika grupper? 

 

Anya: No, all of us were together. Anya: Nej, vi gick tillsammans allihopa. 

 

Researcher: Did you notice any differences in the 

teaching?  

Forskaren: Blev det någon skillnad i undervisningen? 

 

Anya: Not as I can remember, well, only our grades 

were different. 

Anya: Inte vad jag minns, alltså bara betygsmässigt. 

 

 

The ambiguity regarding the practices of compulsory school SWE and SSL and consequently 

the transition to high school ran like a common thread in the participants’ accounts of their 

lived experiences of SSL as a high school elective. The prevailing preconceptions about SSL 

were highlighted by Hamed who requested advance information about the two courses as a 

way to facilitate preparedness. The lack of targeted information, throughout the school 

system, concerning Swedish as one language but two school subjects was described as 

insufficient or non-existent by several of the participants. Maria reported that she was not 

aware that the choice was hers to make until she logged on to the municipal high school web 

site to fill out her high school application. She thought the decision would be made by her 

former teacher and was therefore surprised and unprepared to make it herself, which might 

explain why she reconsidered her choice two months into her first semester of high school. 

 

Maria and Sunan both expressed the fact that the idea of SSL never occurred to them since 

they had previously studied SWE. Ines, Salma, and Tarick argued that in line with 

compulsory school policies, the decision whether to study SWE or SSL in high school ought 

to be made by the school and based on the students’ proficiency in the Swedish language, not 

on their will or desire to study it as a first or second language. In hindsight, Noor supported 

the idea of a placement test and agreed with the decision that the school had made for her. By 

contrast, Lale did not approve of a placement test and instead argued for reflective face to face 

conversations with the teachers, of both compulsory school and high school, in order to 

conclude which subject best fit the needs of each student.  

 

While the 12 interviewees conveyed a continued uncertainty concerning SSL as an elective 

throughout high school, Anya epistemically expressed (“I didn’t know”) that she was 

unaware of the fact that the choice pertains to all grades. Likewise, John was in alignment 

with Anya (“I didn’t know that either”) (Excerpt 8). In retrospect, the participants (even 
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those who felt that they had not chosen SSL in the first place) unanimously agreed that they 

would have taken SSL again.  
 

Excerpt 8. 

 

English Translation English Translation 

Researcher: For what reasons did you chose to study 

SSL during senior year? 

Forskaren: Vilka är anledningarna till att du har valt 

SVA i åk 3? 

 

Anya: Why I chose it now in 12th grade?  Anya: Varför jag valde det nu i trean? 

 

Researcher: Yes, or have you thought about choosing 

[between SWE and SSL] again? 

Forskaren: Ja, eller har du tänkt på att du skulle ha 

gjort något val igen? 

 

Hamed: Can you change? Hamed: Kan man ändra? 

 

Researcher: Yes. Forskaren: Ja 

 

Anya. I didn’t know that. Anya: Det visste jag inte. 

 

John: I didn’t know that either. John: Jag visste inte heller det. 

 

Anya: Well, it didn’t even enter my mind because it 

would entail such a changeover, I mean the way you 

study and so on. The methods they use are so 

different, if you compare SWE to SSL, kind of. 

Anya: Alltså det kommer ju inte ens i tanken för det 

blir ju en stor förändring, alltså på sättet man pluggar 

och så då. Det är ju helt olika sätt som de arbetar, de i 

svenskkursen, jämfört med SVA typ. 

 

6.1.3 No Choice  

According to Lale and Noor, the decision to study SSL in high school was made for them by 

the school. Lale epistemically (“it was not like I chose”) expressed that she was 

automatically transferred to SSL from her previous high school. Noor aligned with Lale 

(“same here”) yet her description of how she was placed in SSL as a result of a diagnostic 

test score was blended (“I didn’t really feel”) (Excerpt 9).  

 
Excerpt 9. 

 

English Translation Original 

Researcher: Can you describe the process of 

choosing Swedish as a second language in high 

school? Have you all been here since 10th grade? 

Forskaren: Hur gick det till när ni valde svenska som 

andraspråk på gymnasiet? Har ni alla gått här sedan 

åk 1? 

 

Lale: Not me, I came here in 11th grade. Lale: Inte jag, jag kom i tvåan. 

 

Researcher: What was it like when you chose 

[between SWE and SSL]? 

Forskaren: Hur gick det till när du valde? 

 

Lale: It was not like I chose because in 10th grade I 

attended another school and our classes were 

integrated. We had both ordinary Swedish and 

Swedish as a second language and then when I came 

here they didn’t ask me whether I wanted ordinary 

Swedish or Swedish as a second language. They just 

placed me in the SSL cohort so I think they must 

have talked to my teacher or something to find out 

what I needed. 

Lale: Det var inte att jag fick välja utan de 

placerade in mig i det för att i ettan gick jag i en 

annan skola och då hade vi blandat. Vi hade både 

vanlig svenska och svenska som andraspråk och så 

när jag kom hit så sa de inte vill du gå på vanlig 

svenska eller svenska som andraspråk? De bara 

placerade in mig på SVA-gruppen, så jag tror säkert 

att de hade pratat med min lärare eller något och 

kollat vad jag behövde.  
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Researcher: What was it like when you chose 

[between SWE and SSL]? 

Forskaren: Hur gick det till när du valde? 

 

Noor: Same here, I didn’t really feel like it was a 

choice. We took a test in Swedish, in 10th grade and 

then we were placed in different groups depending on 

our levels and I was placed in an SSL class. I was 

really annoyed to begin with because I was like, well 

this is going to be so easy for me and I wanted to be 

challenged. I have always studied Swedish. This is 

the first time I’m in a class with immigrants so to 

speak, newly arrived. I’ve always been in a class with 

Swedes so I’ve never felt like my Swedish was bad 

or that I was SSL material, so to speak. So yes, I had 

a lot of prejudice against SSL at the beginning. 

Noor: Samma här, jag kände inte riktigt att det var 

ett val. Vi gjorde ett test på svenska, innan, i ettan 

och sen så blev vi placerade i den gruppen utifrån den 

nivån vi var på, så då hamnade jag i SVA. Jag blev 

jätteirriterad i början faktiskt över det för att jag var 

så här jaha det här kommer att vara jätteenkelt för 

mig och jag ville ha lite utmaningar för jag har alltid 

gått i svenska. Det här är första gången jag går i en 

klass med invandrare om man säger så, nyanlända. 

Jag har alltid gått i en klass med svenskar så jag har 

aldrig känt att min svenska var dålig eller SVA-

material om man säger så. Så ja, jag kom med 

jättemånga fördomar om SVA i början.  

 

 

Interestingly, of all the 12 focus group participants, Noor was the only one who made a clear 

reference to a perceived initial process somewhat in line with the description provided by the 

SSL teachers. Nonetheless, it was divergent since Noor neither recalled receiving advice as to 

what subject would best fit her needs, nor made an active choice to study SSL. Lale and Noor 

both showed a low level of student agency in relation to how they transitioned from 9th grade 

SWE to 10th grade SSL (for Lale this also included the transition from 10th grade to 11th grade 

as she changed high schools). SSL was not an elective for either Lale or for Noor (see Bjuhr, 

2019). Lale epistemically (“I think”) put her trust in her teachers and the school system and 

possibly out of habit accepted that the decision would be made for her without her 

participation.  

 

Noor’s affective stance (“really annoyed”) indicates not only a prevailing hegemony of SWE 

but also a hierarchical structure within the SSL subject (Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a). Noor 

was seemingly offended by her forced switch from SWE to SSL and due to her many years of 

residency in Sweden initially did not identify herself as “SSL-material” with the same needs 

as a newly arrived student (cf. Lindberg & Hyltenstam, 2013). Filled with misconceptions she 

nevertheless accepted her placement. With time Noor negotiated her identity as an SSL 

student. She resumed control of her linguistic repertoire which flourished in the SSL 

classroom and she affectively expressed her contentment: “Now I’m happy that I’m still here 

[in SSL class] because I have received so much help with things I didn’t even know I could 

develop and that I needed help with.” Noor’s state of unawareness of her linguistic needs and 

learning opportunities might be understood in the light of her previous schooling in a 

mainstream SWE classroom without access to adequate L2 teaching (Lindberg, 2008). 

 

A possible reason for the quiescence of Lale and Noor is that they might not have been aware 

of the fact that as high school students they were entitled not only to have a say but also to 

make the decision of which Swedish class best fit their needs (e.g., Bjuhr, 2019; Economou, 

2007; Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a). Another determinant might have been the alienation or 

social exclusion that both had experienced in different ways during compulsory school SWE 

due to their linguistic repertoires (Busch, 2017). The fact that the registration process, with 

reference to SSL as a high school elective, was not mentioned by the participants can be 

directly associated with the SSL teachers’ narrative. According to Astrid, the beginning of the 

school year had previously been marked by vagueness as an immediate consequence of an 

undefined registration processes regarding the establishment of SWE and SSL cohorts.  
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6.1.4 Findings of Questionnaires 

The uncertainties in the matter of SSL as a high school elective were also evident in the 

results of the questionnaires. While the majority of the respondents epistemically based their 

reasons for choosing SSL on factual grounds such as Swedish being their second language or 

a pronounced need of support and pedagogical scaffolding, eight out of the 30 respondents 

stated that SSL was not a choice (see Table 3). 

 

Table 3. Reasons for choosing SSL in 10th grade 

It was not a choice It is not my native 

language/ it’s what I’ve 

previously studied 

Easier/ need more help/ more fun/feels more 

comfortable/ same level 

Other 

8 11 7 4 

 

Nevertheless, they evidently accepted their placements and continued with SSL throughout 

high school. It was not clear whether or not the respondents knew that in contrast to their 

previous schooling they were authorized not only to initially choose either SWE or SSL but 

also to switch subjects, which according to the SSL teachers many students did without 

professional guidance. Moreover, the SSL teachers’ experience of the problematic lack of 

transparent and efficient routines as far as SWE and SSL were concerned was confirmed by 

the accounts provided by the questionnaire respondents (Excerpt 10).  

 
Excerpt 10. 

 
English Translation Original 

I didn’t choose it but stayed. Jag valde ej det själv men stannade kvar. 

I didn’t choose it. Jag valde den inte. 

It wasn’t me who chose to take Swedish as a second 

language. It was done automatically when I chose 

high school. 

Det är inte jag som valde gå på svenska som 

andraspråk det gjordes automatiskt när jag valde 

gymnasium. 

I didn’t choose instead I was just placed. Jag valde inte utan man la mig bara där. 

It was just chosen. Blev valt bara. 

I was assigned the course without actively choosing 

it. 

Jag fick kursen utan att välja. 

  

No idea, it was chosen without me knowing. Ingen aning, blev vald till de utan att jag visste. 

Not my choice. Inte mitt val. 

 

As shown in Excerpt 10, the respondents unanimously and epistemically (“I didn’t,” “it 

wasn’t me,” “just chosen,” “I was assigned,” “not my choice”) declared that they did not 

actively make a choice between SWE and SSL. According to them, it was a decision that was 

made for them without their knowledge and participation. In Table 3 the presumption that 

SSL is an easier school subject compared to SWE was listed as a reason for choosing SSL as 

opposed to SWE. In the same vein, the findings from the questionnaires suggest an evident 

shift in terms of student agency and reasons for continuing with SSL throughout high school 

(Table 4). 

  

Table 4. Reasons for choosing SSL in 12th grade 

It was not a choice It is not my native 

language/ it’s what I’ve 

previously studied 

Easier/ receive more help/ more fun/feels 

comfortable and safe with the teacher/ same 

level 

Other 

 4  7 16  3 
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Interestingly, as shown in Table 3 (above) eight of the 30 respondents stated that as they 

transitioned from compulsory school to high school the decision to study SSL was not one 

that they had participated in whereas only four (see Table 4) stated that studying SSL12 was 

not their choice. This result not only indicates a higher level of student agency but also of the 

legitimacy of SSL from a student perspective. By the same token, the most surprising aspect 

of the data is found in the move from columns 1, 2, and 4 to column 3. While seven 

participants reported that they chose SSL in 10th grade based on anticipated pedagogical 

scaffolding and social and linguistic belonging, that number increased to 16 when asked about 

reasons for continuing with SSL. Some of the respondents mentioned the teacher as an anchor 

for learning in a socially safe environment. For example, one respondent wrote: “The teacher 

is good, possibly even the best at Heart High School” (my translation). The result indicates 

that the anticipated L2 support (Gibbons, 2016) and social and linguistic belonging foreseen 

by a number of the participants in 10th grade as reasons to study SSL in high school were 

perceived to have been realized.  

6.1.5 Summary 

Overall, these findings indicate that the question of SSL as a high school elective was 

surrounded by opaqueness which became evident in the transition from compulsory school to 

high school. Anya was not aware of what subject she had studied until she reached 8th grade, 

Ekaterina’s only indication of having studied SSL was found in her grades, and Maria did not 

know that she had a choice until it was time to fill out the online application. Lale and Noor 

both expressed that they were initially placed in SSL as a consequence of decisions that had 

been made for them and eight of the 30 respondents to the questionnaire also stated that the 

choice was not theirs. As exemplified in the excerpts above, the participants’ experiences of 

the selection process with regards to whom SSL is intended for, based on whose authority, 

show a poor flow of information and student participation. In alignment with the background 

provided by the SSL teachers, the selection process for five of the interviewees (Maria, 

Salma, Sunan, Tarick, and John) took place once the participants were enrolled in high 

school. The next section moves on to describe the participants’ approach to the question of the 

justification of SSL and reasons for choosing SSL as opposed to SWE. 

6.2 A Student Perspective on the Question of the 

Justification of SSL 

In accordance with the previously analyzed theme of SSL as a high school elective, the 

student perspective on the question of the justification of SSL also pertains to the first guiding 

research question: What are the key components expressed by multilingual students which 

influence whether they choose SWE or SSL in high school? 

 

As aforementioned, the one-on-one interview with one of the SSL teachers took place a 

month prior to the focus group interviews and during that session Emma explained that her 

students (the interviewees) had delivered persuasive speeches, earlier in the school year, on 

the topic of the existence of SSL. As an outcome of teacher agency (Flessner & Kandel-Cisco, 

2019) and as a part of their regular course work for SSL 12 (Svenska som andraspråk 3) the 

participants had been asked by their teacher to call into question whether the existence of SSL 

was justified and then take a stand on whether SSL ought to be a school subject in its own 

right or not. Thanks to these advantageous circumstances, the interviewees possessed 

experience in expressing their views on SSL in comparison to SWE, which led to rich and 

articulate discussions between the participants. 
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6.2.1 Epistemic and Affective Stances on Acknowledged Differences 

When asked about their self-produced speeches and positions towards SSL, the 12 

participants of the focus group interviews were unanimous in the view that SSL is justified, 

but for different reasons and with different insights and reservations. In their recollections of 

their speeches, the interviewees collectively showed a high level of agency and overall 

positioned themselves epistemically (“I’m for,” “I think,” “it’s important,” “in my 

opinion,” “I argued”) in favor of SSL (Excerpt 11).  

 
Excerpt 11. 

 
English Translation Original 

Researcher: I have heard that you have delivered 

persuasive speeches about SSL. What was your 

standpoint? Should SSL be a school subject? Why? 

Why not? 

Forskaren: Jag har hört att ni har hållit 

argumenterande tal angående SVA. Vad 

argumenterade du för? Är det bra att SVA finns? 

Varför? Varför inte? 

Maria: I can start. Yes, my speech was about that I’m 

for Swedish as a second language, since I consider 

that there are no negative differences between 

Swedish and Swedish as a second language. 

Considering that we who study Swedish as a second 

language, we get more help. At least I think so 

because I have studied both Swedish and Swedish as 

a second language and our teachers explain more, 

they are very careful and so on. You dare to ask 

questions, or I’m a person who always dares to ask. 

It’s important, I think and we basically study the 

same things and we take the same national tests every 

year regardless of which language, which course, you 

take. I think that it’s very good that we have it. In 

addition, we have an extra knowledge requirement so 

we actually get to learn more. Personally, I think that 

it’s good that we have Swedish as a second language. 

Maria: Jag kan börja. Ja, men mitt tal handlade om att 

jag var för svenska som andraspråk eftersom jag 

anser att det inte finns någon negativ skillnad mellan 

svenska och svenska som andraspråk. Med tanke på 

att vi som går svenska som andraspråk, vi får ju lite 

mer hjälp. Jag tycker i alla fall det för jag har gått 

både svenska och svenska som andraspråk för våra 

lärare förklarar mer, dom är väldigt noggranna och 

så. Man vågar ställa frågor, eller jag är en sån person 

som alltid vågar ställa frågor. Det är viktigt tycker 

jag och vi går ju igenom i princip samma sak och vi 

har samma nationella prov varje år oberoende vilket 

språk, vilken kurs man går. Jag tycker att det är 

väldigt bra att vi har det. Dessutom har vi ju ett extra 

kunskapskrav i svenska som andraspråk så vi får lära 

oss lite mer faktiskt. Men jag tycker att det är bra 

med svenska som andraspråk, personligen. 

Sunan: Yes, so, I said that I was against Swedish as a 

second language but, so, the idea, if you think about 

the curriculum I’m for Swedish as a second 

language. There were two things that I had in mind. 

One was the characteristics of our society that we 

have today, I feel like Swedish and Swedish as a 

second language are basically the same but at the 

same time not, so groups [of people] are grouped in 

different ways. 

Sunan: Ja, alltså jag höll ju tal om att jag var emot 

svenska som andraspråk men alltså, själva 

grundtanken, om man tänker på läroplanen så är jag 

för svenska som andraspråk. Det var ju två saker 

som jag hade mest i tanken. Det ena var att 

samhällsstrukturen som vi har i dag så känns det 

som att svenska som andraspråk och svenska är i 

princip samma sak men ändå inte så att man 

grupperar olika grupper. 

Maria: In that way. Maria: På det sättet. 

 

Sunan: Yes, and the second was that I wanted to play 

the devil’s advocate since the majority were going to 

take a stand for SSL and then I said that I could give 

a speech against it as that might make it a little more 

exciting. 

Sunan: Ja, och andra var att jag skulle vara devil’s 

advocate för att majoriteten skulle ha tal för att vara 

för SVA för då sa jag att jag kan ju hålla tal mot SVA 

för då blir det lite mer spännande kanske. 

 

Maria: For the record, I just want to say that you 

changed classes from Swedish to Swedish as a 

second language. 

Maria: Jag vill bara säga att du har ju bytt från 

svenska till svenska som andraspråk. 

Sunan: Well, well, I was going to mention that. Sunan: Ja, ja det var det jag också skulle gå in på. 

Maria: Yes. Maria: Ja. 

 

Sunan: I have taken ordinary Swedish since 

compulsory school. At the end of 10th grade or the 

Sunan: Jag har ju gått i vanlig svenska sen 

grundskolan. I slutet av ettan, i början av tvåan bytte 
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beginning of 11th grade I switched to SSL and there 

is definitely a difference. So, in the ordinary Swedish 

class the teacher is more focused on the group as a 

whole, or at least I felt so, that the teacher isn’t 

always teaching at an individual level but at group 

level, that everybody needs to be at almost the same 

level. 

jag till SVA och det är ju definitivt en skillnad där. 

Alltså, i vanliga svenskan så är läraren mer fokuserad 

på hela gruppen eller det känns så i alla fall, att 

läraren inte alltid lär ut på en individuell nivå utan för 

en gruppnivå, att alla ska vara på ungefär samma 

nivå.  

 

 

With her statement “I consider,” Maria confidently took a lead in the conversation and 

epistemically positioned herself as an advocate for SSL as a school subject in its own right. 

Due to her lived experience of both subjects, known differences were acknowledged but 

without adverse effects. In fact, Maria constructed SSL as a more rigorous subject than SWE 

although it is unclear what additional learning outcomes she referred to. In addition, the SSL 

classroom was portrayed as a more open and inclusive environment where students received 

adequate second language support in terms of teacher scaffolding (Gibbons 2016). Through 

Maria’s knowledge and experience of how the national tests12 are constructed as one 

combined exam for both SWE and SSL, given at the end of SWE and SSL 10 and 12, she 

legitimized the equivalence and credibility of the teaching and learning outcomes of SSL 

compared to SWE. Sunan described high school SSL as a subject where he received more 

individual language support than he had previously experienced in both compulsory and high 

school SWE (cf. Bjuhr, 2019). 

 

In light of Sunan’s desire for deeper knowledge he acted with a high level of student agency 

and by arguing against SSL he took charge of his own learning. Consequently, he not only 

challenged himself, but also his classmates about the discourses on Swedish as one language 

but two school subjects. According to Sunan, who likewise had experience with both SWE 

and SSL, the differences in how SSL was modified by the teacher to match the needs of 

students, as individuals rather than a collective in need of the same scaffolding (Gibbons, 

2016), similarly constituted the rationale for SSL as a subject distinct from SWE. While 

Sunan’s response was in alignment with Maria’s in principle, he also affectively (“I feel 

like”) expressed concerns in relation to social structures and negative social categorization as 

an anticipated effect of Swedish as a divided school subject.  

 

Another interviewee, Hamed, also alluded to the notion of negative social categorization as a 

potential risk of the implementation of two different Swedish courses, yet he epistemically 

took a stance (“in my opinion”) for SSL based on the need for targeted pedagogical 

scaffolding (Excerpt 12). 

 
Excerpt 12. 

 

English Translation Original 
Hamed: In my opinion it’s good [that SSL exists] 

although it can lead to segregation between the 

groups, it’s still good that those in SSL get what they 

need through SSL compared to a situation where 

everybody takes Swedish 1 and then it can be hard to 

distinguish what each student needs help with. 

Hamed: Jag anser att det är bra. Även om det kan 

leda till segregation mellan grupperna är det ändå bra 

att de i SVA, alltså de får ändå det de behöver och 

det uppnås genom att de går i SVA i jämförelse med 

om alla går i svenska 1 och då kan det vara svårt att 

skilja på vad eleverna behöver hjälp med. 

                                                      
12 The national tests are provided by the Swedish National Agency for Education in collaboration with a number of Swedish 

universities in order to secure equal learning outcomes and assessment tools. 
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6.2.2 Social and Linguistic Belonging 

In the same vein, Noor, (see Excerpt 13 below) who also studied SWE in compulsory school 

and SSL in high school, took an epistemic stance (“I argued”) in support of the justification 

of SSL. Further to this, she positioned herself affectively through her use of the verb “feel.” 

The feeling within the SSL classroom was described as one of linguistic belonging and 

empowerment due to known language practices and shared allegiance (Gee, 2000). In 

contrast, the SWE classroom was referred to as a space of implied social exclusion where 

Noor (and others) might have felt alienated and limited by their linguistic repertoires and 

therefore remained silent due to the hegemony of SWE as the dominant discourse. While 

Maria and Sunan reflected on the role of the SSL teacher as an essential mediating tool, the 

notion of an affinity group (Gee, 2000) of fellow second language learners was brought to the 

fore by Noor. Her peers and their common lived experiences of community through second 

language learning were addressed as key factors for language development in a socially safe 

environment.  

 
Excerpt 13. 

 

English Translation Original 

Noor: I argued that SSL should be a course on its 

own and so on, it should still exist and I brought up 

arguments like it’s good if you’re in a group where 

you feel like everybody is at the same linguistic level 

so that you don’t feel excluded, like it becomes hard 

to talk in front of the class. I have always attended 

ordinary Swedish classes until I started high school. I 

noticed that it was easier for me and that I had the 

courage to talk in front of the class because I didn’t 

feel like my Swedish was poor. I felt like everybody 

was at the same level and so on. You get the help that 

you need. 

Noor: Jag argumenterade för att SVA ska vara en 

egen kurs och så, det ska fortfarande finnas och jag 

tog upp argument som att det är bra att man är i en 

grupp där man känner att alla är på samma språknivå, 

så att man inte känner sig utanför eller det blir jobbigt 

om man skulle prata framför en klass. För jag har gått 

i vanlig svenska fram till gymnasiet. Jag märkte att 

det var enklare för mig och jag vågade prata framför 

klassen för jag kände inte att min svenska var dålig. 

Jag kände att alla var på samma nivå och så. Man får 

den hjälp man behöver.  

 

 

Lale represents a different participant with physical and emotional memories of the transition 

from compulsory school SWE to high school SSL. Her epistemic position (“you improve, 

you get better”) towards SSL (Excerpt 14) was in alignment with Noor’s regarding the 

inherent linguistic differences of SWE and SSL. As described by Busch (2017, p. 342), the 

response of an interlocutor generates a personal reaction which can either be mentally or 

physically apprehended. In both cases, linguistic differences might lead to social exclusion 

and by contrast the SSL classroom, in its diversity, was seen by the participants as a space of 

social and linguistic belonging where the shared experience of SSL provided the basis for a 

justified school subject. 
 

Excerpt 14. 

 

English translation Original 

Lale: My first argument was that it’s harder for 

people with a migratory background to learn a new 

language and to abolish Swedish as a second 

language would increase the chances [risks] of losing 

the basics of the Swedish language and that the level 

would be too high if you go straight to the ordinary 

Swedish class, and that the teaching of Swedish as a 

second language enhances your knowledge of 

Swedish and the world. You improve your ability to 

communicate and you get better at writing and 

delivering speeches and like Noor said, you feel a 

Lale: Mitt första argument var att det är svårare för 

människor med utländsk bakgrund att lära in ett nytt 

språk och att genom att ta bort svenska som 

andraspråk är chansen större att man förlorar svenska 

språkets grunder och att nivån är för hög om du går 

direkt till den vanliga svenskan och att 

undervisningen i svenska som andraspråk utvecklar 

dina kunskaper i svenska samt omvärldskunskaper. 

Du blir bättre på att kommunicera och du blir 

bättre på att skriva och hålla tal och som Noor sa, 

man känner så här samhörighet. För att om man 
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sense of belonging. If you take ordinary Swedish 

there is an” us and them.” You don’t have to hear: 

What? Do you take Swedish? You’re not Swedish. 

Do you take ordinary Swedish? 

går vanlig svenska finns det så här ”vi och dom.” 

Man slipper så här va går du i svenska? Du är ju inte 

svensk. Går du i vanlig svenska? 

 

 

Lale elaborated on the topic based on her lived experiences of the two school subjects and the 

different linguistic repertoires. In contrast to the SSL classroom where knowledge and input 

from and about the surrounding world were seen as resources, relating to the core content and 

by means of scaffolding, Lale’s experience of the mainstream SWE classroom was marked by 

the hegemony of SWE and the derogatory “us and them” discourses rooted in a language 

orientation where multilingualism is seen as a problem (Hult & Hornberger, 2016). Due to 

Lale’s migratory background her participation in SWE was questioned by other students and 

she affectively evaluated the SSL group as a place where “you feel a sense of belonging” due 

to allegiance and participation (Gee, 2000). Noor and Lale’s epistemic standpoints in favor of 

SSL might be explained against the backdrop of their unsettling experiences of compulsory 

school SWE. Their statements indicate that, in their cases, the order of the SWE and SSL 

discourses was called into question as a result of social relations (Fairclough 2012, p. 454). 

Noor and Lale’s transition from compulsory school SWE to high school SSL might be 

interpreted as a social and linguistic aversion from the mainstream SWE classroom followed 

by an academic and collective enhancement found in the affinity group of the SSL classroom. 

Their trajectory might be inferred as reversed as they went from an insecure and repressive L1 

environment to an open L2 classroom where they were “familiar with the social rules and the 

language practices” (Busch, 2017, p.341). Their linguistic repertoires fit in and in the SSL 

classroom Lale’s language was not seen as a problem but as a resource. 

6.2.3 Scaffolding 

The difference between SWE and SSL vis-à-vis the interviewees’ lived experiences of various 

linguistic repertoires in combination with the different starting-points for L1 and L2 learners, 

was emphasized by all the participants of the focus group interviews as fundamental reasons 

for the justification of SSL. Ines also looked at it from a teacher perspective and argued that 

SSL needs to be a school subject in its own right in order for teachers to be able to modify 

their teaching and pedagogical scaffolding to better fit the individual needs of the students. 

Ines and Ekaterina epistemically (“I think,” “I can’t,” “I took,” “I don’t think,” “I have 

developed”) not only identified but also explicitly argued for various teaching and learning 

techniques for L1 and L2 learners due to different preconditions such as time lived in Sweden 

and languages spoken in their home environment. (Excerpt 15).  
 

Excerpt 15. 

 

English translation Original 

Ines: I argued that Swedish as a second language 

should exist. Should I say why? 

Ines: Jag tog att svenska som andraspråk ska finnas. 

Ska jag gå in på varför? 

 

Researcher: Yes. Forskaren: Ja. 

 

Ines: It’s because I think that we have different 

levels of language and you can’t group all students 

in the same class in one group and work together if 

you’re at different levels. Then the teacher will not be 

able to adjust and give the students homework and 

assignments that they need. For example, I can’t get 

the same assignment as a person who was born in 

Ines: Det är för att jag tycker att vi har ju olika 

nivåer på språket och man kan inte sätta ihop alla 

elever i en och samma klass och kunna arbeta 

tillsammans om man ligger i olika nivåer. Då 

kommer inte läraren kunna anpassa sig och kunna ge 

de läxor och uppgifter som behövs för eleverna för 

jag kan till exempel inte få en uppgift som en person 

som kanske är född i Sverige får. För den för nivån 
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Sweden because that person will have reached a 

much higher level than me, which will affect me. 

ligger mycket högre än min, vilket kommer ju 

påverka mig.  

 

Salma: Mm, well, I said the same things as she did. Salma: Mm, alltså jag var inne på typ samma sak, 

som hon sa om SVA. 

 

Ekaterina: I had the same theme as you. I took a 

stand for SSL. The preconditions for a student with a 

different native language, taking a language they 

don’t speak at home are completely different. 

Basically it’s about how long you’ve been in Sweden 

because if you didn’t attend preschool and you start 

compulsory school then it’s pretty hard to catch up 

linguistically. If the parents can’t speak Swedish then 

you don’t have the same preconditions of learning 

Swedish at the same level as Swedish Swedes who 

have [Swedish] parents. I don’t think that... well, 

basically, Swedish as a second language goes back to 

the fact that you speak another language at home. 

With time, for example, at the beginning my parents 

didn’t know Swedish but I started preschool, I started 

compulsory school, they took SSL for adults, they 

learned Swedish and now we speak Swedish at home 

sometimes but of course I have developed my 

Swedish language just like they have but the 

preconditions aren’t the same and my main argument 

was that you can’t expect students with another 

background to have the same knowledge as Swedes 

with Swedish parents. 

Ekaterina: Jag hade precis samma tema som ni. Jag 

var för SVA. Förutsättningarna för en elev med ett 

annat modersmål, med ett språk de inte talar hemma, 

är helt olika. I grund och botten grundar det sig i att 

det beror på hur länge du har varit i Sverige för att 

om du inte har gått på dagis börjar du i grundskolan 

och har du börjat i grundskolan då är det ganska 

svårt att hinna ikapp med språket. Om föräldrarna 

inte kan svenska har du inte samma förutsättningar 

att kunna svenska på den nivån svenska svenskar som 

har [svenska] föräldrar. Jag tycker inte att… alltså 

svenska som andraspråk grundar sig i att hemma 

pratar du ett annat språk. Med tiden, till exempel i 

början då kunde ju inte mina föräldrar svenska men 

jag började på dagis, jag började i grundskolan, de 

gick i SFI, de lärde sig svenska, och nu pratar vi 

ibland svenska hemma men nu har jag självklart 

utvecklat mitt egna svenska språk precis som de har 

utvecklat det men förutsättningarna är inte de samma 

och mitt grundargument låg i att man kan inte 

förvänta sig att elever med en annan bakgrund ska ha 

samma kunskaper i svenska som svenskar med 

svenska föräldrar.  

 

 

As exemplified in the excerpt above, the interviewees epistemically argued with a high level 

of certainty (“you can’t, which will affect me”). Their discussions and reflections about 

language levels and linguistic progress in relation to time lived in Sweden, and years within 

the Swedish school system, linked to languages spoken at home clearly show their perception 

of the difference between primary and secondary discourses. The difference between basic 

interpersonal communicative skills (BICS) and cognitive academic language proficiency 

(CALP) presented by Cummins (e.g., 2017) was evidenced in Ekaterina’s reasoning. She 

epistemically drew the conclusion that “it’s pretty hard to catch up linguistically” if your 

parents are also learning Swedish as a second language, meaning that “you don’t have the 

same preconditions of learning Swedish at the same level” as your peers with Swedish 

parents. The participants often mentioned adequate support in terms of pedagogical 

scaffolding within the SSL classroom as an imperative for the existence of SSL as a school 

subject in its own right. In her recollection of writing the script for her argumentative speech 

on the aforementioned topic, Ines epistemically (“I remember”) shared a comparison which 

she had used as a starting point in order to convey her message to the audience (Excerpt 16). 
 

Excerpt 16. 

 

English Translation Original 

Ines: So, I remember that I wrote, in my 

argumentative text, that it’s like, if a student 

immediately begins in a Swedish class [L1], it’s like 

asking a child to learn how to ride a bike on one that 

was made for adults. It will never… 

Ines: Alltså, jag kommer ihåg att jag skrev i min 

argumenterande text, det är som att, att låta en elev 

liksom börja direkt i en svenskgrupp det är som att be 

ett barn att börja cykla på en vuxencykel. Den 

kommer ju aldrig… 

 

Ekaterina: It doesn’t fit. Ekaterina: Den passar inte. 
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Ines: Exactly, you have to take it step by step. Ines: Exakt, den måste ju börja steg efter steg. 

 

Ekaterina: It [the child] has to grow into it. Ekaterina: Den måste växa till sig. 

Ines: Exactly. Ines: Exakt. 

 

Ekaterina: Yes, it’s like, you don’t teach a child how 

to ride a bike without training wheels. 

Ekaterina: Ja, det är som man sätter inte ett barn på 

en cykel utan stödhjul. 

 

 

Ekaterina aligned with Ines in the dynamic dialogue, exemplified in Excerpt 16, and also 

contributed to the topic through her epistemic conclusion and reference to training wheels. 

Ines initially compared the process of learning a second language to learning how to ride a 

bicycle as a child. Her unfinished sentence points to the fact that without adequate 

pedagogical scaffolding L2 students will never learn how to master a second language just 

like children will never learn how to ride a bicycle if the bicycle at hand is not adapted to the 

size of the child. The images discussed by Ines and Ekaterina in dialogue, might, taken 

together, be interpreted as an encapsulated depiction of a successful contemporary second 

language learning classroom. In Vygotskian terms they painted a picture of their SSL 

classroom as a Zone of Proximal Development (ZDP) signifying that the support in terms of 

pedagogical scaffolding is indeed a process rather than a strategy (Vygotsky, 1978). The 

comparison to the training wheels effectively indicates that the scaffolding referred to by the 

participants is considered temporary in nature and future oriented (Gibbons, 2016; Vygotsky, 

1978). Ines and Ekaterina evidently foresaw an outcome where L2 students gain proficiency 

and confidence. As a result of meaningful scaffolding they anticipated growing and learning 

how to manage the Swedish language on their own just like children learn how to ride their 

bicycles without training wheels.  

6.2.4 Findings of Questionnaires 

Another contribution to the participants’ position towards the question of the justification of 

SSL was found in the result of the questionnaire where 22 of the 30 anonymous student 

respondents reported that they had studied SSL in compulsory school. Consequently, eight of 

30 respondents had switched from compulsory school SWE to high school SSL, which 

considering the prevalent power struggle between the SWE and SSL discourses was an 

unexpected outcome. Due to social practices, the order of discourse might be interpreted as 

challenged. While the reasons for the transfer from SWE to SSL, are unknown, the result in 

itself might be seen as a student perspective on the rationale for SSL. 

6.2.5 Summary 

Regardless of what subject the participants had studied in compulsory school, SWE or SSL, 

the difference between L1 and L2 proficiency was discussed in all the focus groups as a 

significant factor and argument for the justification of SSL. Likewise, social and linguistic 

belonging together with adequate L2 scaffolding constituted the basis for choosing SSL. The 

results in this section indicate that from a student perspective, the existence of SSL is justified 

and epistemically viewed as language as a right and a resource (Hult & Hornberger, 2016). 

Nevertheless, the parallel and colliding existence of two Swedish school subjects is complex 

and critical in terms of the national hegemonic relation between a mainstream SWE discourse 

and a marginalized SSL discourse. The next section, therefore, moves on to give an account 

of the participants’ experiences of SWE and SSL as two parallel school subjects in practice. 
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6.3 Two Parallel School Subjects in Practice 

While there was a sense of overall confusion among the interviewees concerning SSL as a 

high school elective (6.1) and the initial selection process that took place three years prior, the 

participants collectively and confidently delved into perceived differences and similarities 

between SWE and SSL in terms of overall learning outcomes and postsecondary admission 

requirements. These aspects are related to the second guiding research question concerning 

affordances of continuing with SSL throughout high school. As previously mentioned, the 

teaching of the two Swedish courses in 12th grade was conducted in four different groups, two 

SWE cohorts and two SSL cohorts, which were also scheduled in tandem. As a result, what 

can best be described as an educational kinship was created due to the fact that all four 12th 

grade Swedish classes were scheduled at the same time, which further allowed the 

participants and their classmates, who studied SWE, to continuously discuss and compare the 

content, the knowledge requirements, and the work load of SWE and SSL.  

6.3.1 Differences and Similarities  

When asked about perceived differences and similarities between SWE and SSL the 

participants epistemically (“I think,” “I agree,” “we do”) and affectively (“I feel like”) 

looked at it from different angles: the content, the teaching in terms of support and 

scaffolding, and the social setting (Excerpt 17).  

 
Excerpt 17. 

 
English translation Original 
Maria: Yes, I think that the similarities are that we 

cover the same things. Like, the same units. When I 

started 10th grade we wrote summaries, at the 

beginning, if you remember, with Åsa [a former 

teacher], we learned how to report, write texts and so. 

It was the beginning of a research paper so to speak. 

That’s the similarity but the difference like Sunan sad 

is like, you can’t say that the teachers of Swedish 

don’t care about you at all but it’s just that you have 

more courage to ask for more help when you feel 

comfortable with the people around you and they 

might have the same difficulties and then by asking 

then everybody benefits from the answer and makes 

progress and so on. It’s just that we get a little more 

help, basically. That’s all. 

Maria: Ja, jag tycker att likheterna är att vi går 

igenom samma sak. Alltså, samma moment. När jag 

började i ettan så gick vi igenom referat, i början om 

du kommer ihåg med Åsa [en tidigare lärare], vi 

skulle lära oss referera alltså skriva text och så. Det 

var början på PM kan man säga. Det är ju likheten 

men skillnaden är ju som Sunan sagt att liksom, man 

kan inte säga att lärarna som vi har i svenska inte 

bryr sig alls om dig men det är bara att man vågar 

fråga om hjälp mer och man trivs runt människor 

som kanske har samma svårigheter och då genom att 

man frågar själv så får ju andra också veta svaret, 

vilket gör att allesammans utvecklas och så. Det är 

bara att man får lite mer hjälp, basically. Det är bara 

det. 

 

Researcher: What do you think? You told us that you 

took SSL previously. What do you think is the 

difference between SWE and SSL? 

Forskaren: Vad tänker du? Du berättade ju att du har 

läst SVA. Vad tror du är skillnaden mellan SVE och 

SVA? 

 

Rashid: Like I’ve asked our classmates who take 

ordinary Swedish, as much as I’ve seen, I agree with 

her because we study the same units, we do what 

they do, we give presentations, we do book-and film 

reviews, we wrote research papers. We do the same 

things, the only thing that might be a little different is 

that maybe they give us a little more time to write 

essays and so, perhaps our instructions are more 

clear. Other than that, we do what they do. I don’t 

think that they do anything extra. 

Rashid: Som jag har frågat våra klasskompisar som 

går vanlig svenska, så mycket som jag har sett så 

håller jag med henne för vi har ju samma moment, 

vi har också som dom har, vi har muntliga 

presentationer, vi har bok-och filmrecensioner, vi 

gick igenom PM. Vi gör samma sak men den enda 

grejen som är lite skillnad är att det de kanske ger oss 

lite mer tid på att skriva uppsatser eller så, vi kanske 

får lite mer information på lite tydligare sätt. Annars 

så gör vi allting som dom gör. Jag tror inte att dom 

gör något extra.  
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Sunan: No, really, as we’ve said, it’s basically the 

same thing but I feel like it’s planned in a different 

way and that our learning graph is somewhat 

delayed, so instead of jumping into something we 

learn things that will facilitate the teaching and 

learning that is coming up, so it will be easier to 

understand it. So to prepare for references and 

sources, how to assess sources, or not assess sources 

but to make references to sources and so on, we 

learned that early on in SSL and then we didn’t use it, 

then we started reading books and after that we 

worked with sources again. 

Sunan: Nej alltså, som sagt, i grunden är det ju 

samma sak men jag känner att det är upplagt på ett 

annat sätt så att den här lärkurvan blir lite fördröjd så 

att istället för att gå direkt in i en sak så går vi 

igenom saker som skulle underlätta själva 

undervisningen som kommer senare så då blir det 

lättare att gå igenom det. Så för att förbereda 

referenser och källor, hur man skulle källvärdera, 

eller inte källvärdera men referera till källor och så, 

det vi gick igenom rätt så tidigt i SVA och sen 

använde vi oss inte av det, då började vi läsa böcker 

och så det var väl efter det vi höll på med källor igen. 

 

Maria: Mm. Maria: Mm. 

 

Sunan: Then we knew the basis of references, so we 

do sources again, which yes… 

Sunan: Då har vi grunden till källor, så går vi in på 

källor igen, vilket ja… 

 

Maria: May I add something? Maria: Får jag lägga till något? 

 

Researcher: Absolutely! Forskaren: Absolut! 

 

Mara: I have, we have talked now in 12th grade with 

other students, or I have done that, I have talked to 

other students who take ordinary Swedish and we 

have discussed the preparation for writing research 

papers, the national test in Swedish this year, and it 

has turned out that we who take SSL, we have 

covered this during almost during the entire year. So 

we have reviewed it, we have taken several tests.  

Emma, our teacher, she is so careful with this and she 

really wants us to succeed and she helps us so much. 

The other students who have taken ordinary Swedish 

almost haven’t practiced at all. Perhaps they took one 

test before the national test that is writing a research 

paper text, before they took the national test and they 

were so lost and said: “we can’t write this, we don’t 

know anything about this.” So many of the students 

failed the first test. So many failed and they were not 

students who didn’t care about school, they were 

really knowledgeable, or many failed and others 

made E:s and so on, they haven’t…It feels like they 

haven’t received enough support in order to succeed 

with this particular test and eventually the national 

test. 

Maria: Jag har, vi har ju pratat nu i trean med andra 

elever, eller jag har gjort det, jag har pratat med andra 

elever som går vanlig svenska och vi har diskuterat 

det här med förberedelser inför PM, nationella prov i 

svenska det här året och det har visat sig att vi som 

går SVA vi har gått igenom det under nästan hela 

året. Vi har liksom repeterat, vi har haft fler prov i 

det. Emma, vår lärare hon är jättenoggrann med det 

här och hon vill verkligen att vi ska lyckas och hon 

hjälper oss oerhört mycket. De andra eleverna som 

har gått vanlig svenska de har inte gjort det alls 

nästan. De har kanske gjort ett prov innan de fick 

göra nationella provet, alltså PM-prov, innan de fick 

göra det och dom var helt borta dom ba: vi kan inte 

skriva den, vi kan ingenting om det här. Jättemånga 

F:ade ju första provet. Jättemånga F:ade och det var 

inte elever som inte brydde sig om skolan utan det 

var dom som verkligen kunde eller många F:ade och 

andra delen fick max ett E och så och dom har inte… 

Det känns som om dom har inte fått tillräckligt med 

hjälp för att kunna lyckas med just det här provet och 

slutligen nationella prov.  

 

Maria’s first statement was addressed to Sunan and their time together in SWE class at the 

beginning of 10th grade. Based on her experience of both subjects she expressed no epistemic 

doubt (“we cover the same things”) concerning the relevance or rigor of the SSL curriculum. 

On the contrary, the equally high curricula of SWE and SSL were validated by means of her 

recognized progression and linguistic development from SWE 10 and her first written 

summary, to SSL 12 and her final research paper. For Maria the difference was found in the 

social environment and in her teacher. With reference to conversations with SWE 12 students 

she affectively (“it feels like”) positioned herself and her SSL cohort as being better prepared 

than the SWE students, for the joint SWE and SSL national test where the in-school process 

of writing an academic research paper constituted the written part of the exam. 
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The parallel nature of the core content of SWE and SSL was also articulated by Rashid who in 

alignment with Maria had thoroughly discussed it with his classmates in the SWE cohorts. 

Rashid and Sunan both positioned themselves in alignment with Maria concerning the 

similarities of the core content and overall learning outcomes of the two Swedish courses. In 

the same vein, the identified differences between SWE and SSL were unanimously found in 

terms of adequate mediating tools. While the concept of time, in terms of extended deadlines, 

was highlighted by Rashid, the process of pre-understanding and meta teaching and learning 

were underscored by Sunan. In addition, the power of repetition and individual teacher agency 

was given emphasis by Maria who pointed out the success of the SSL students and the failure 

of the SWE students regarding academic writing. While Maria and her SSL peers had been 

prepared “for a difficult task” her SWE peers had to repair “what they [had] already produced 

without help” (Gibbons, 2016, p. 220). Maria’s lived experience might be interpreted as an 

example of the learning process in Vygotsky’s (1978) ZPD in combination with Gibbon’s 

(2016) definition of scaffolding as a process. Not only had Maria discovered what she could 

do with assistance, but she had also learned how to it on her own.  

 

The similarities of the core content were also brought to attention by Lale’s epistemic 

statement: “We do everything that they do,” meaning that everything that was done in the 

SWE classroom, in the form of course work was similarly done in the SSL classroom. Noor 

then reflected that sometimes assignments or units were implemented in the SSL classroom 

prior to the SWE classroom (Excerpt 18). 
 

Excerpt 18. 

 
English translation Original 
Researcher: In your opinion, what are the differences 

and similarities between Swedish and Swedish as a 

second language? 

Forskaren: Vad skulle ni säga att det är för skillnad 

mellan svenska och svenska som andraspråk? Eller 

likheter? 

 

Lale: Similarities. We do everything that they do. Lale: Likheter. Vi gör ju allt som dom gör.  

 

Noor: Sometimes we do things before they do. Noor: Ibland gör vi ju före dom. 

 

Lale: Yes. We’ve had several assignments where 

we’ve read books and then they’ve read them. We’ve 

written research papers. Everything is the same. It’s 

not like we’ve done anything that has been easier. I 

really don’t think that there are any differences. 

Lale: Ja. Vi har ju flera olika bokuppgifter som vi har 

läst och sen har dom fått läsa dem. Vi har gjort PM. 

Allting är likadant, tal och sånt. Det är inte som att vi 

har haft något som att ja det här är enklare. Jag tycker 

inte att det är någon skillnad egentligen. 

 

Noor: I don’t think so either. Noor: Jag tycker inte heller det. 

 

Lale: It’s just that we get so much more help in SSL. Lale: Det är bara att man får mycket mer hjälp på 

SVA.  

 

Tarick: Mm. Tarick: Mm. 

 

Lale: Now, I don’t know what it’s like in SWE 

classes, my friends take SWE so I do know [through 

them]. 

Lale: Nu vet jag inte hur det är på svenska men mina 

vänner som går på vanlig svenska, jag vet ju  

 [genom dem]. 

 

  

In alignment with Maria, Sunan, and Rashid, Lale’s conclusion based on conversations with 

her friends in the SWE cohorts was neither found in the course work nor in the material, but 

in the lived experience of support and adequate pedagogical scaffolding (“more help”). In the 

interviews, the differences concerning the core content at large were briefly mentioned by a 
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few of the participants. Especially those who had experience from compulsory school SWE 

pointed out that in SWE class they had studied Swedish dialects, the history of the Swedish 

language, the Nordic languages, and the official minority languages of Sweden. In addition, 

grammar, vocabulary, and spelling were highlighted by some of the interviewees, not 

necessarily as differences per se but as identified areas in need of special L2 pedagogical 

scaffolding. A point of contention between the two subjects was discerned on the basis of the 

comments regarding who did what first and the perceived public preconception about the 

difficulty level.  

 

According to the Swedish National Agency for Education (Skolverket, 2017b), SSL is not an 

easier school subject than SWE. However, a common position among both L1 and L2 

students is that SSL by definition is an easier school subject than SWE. For example one 

interviewee stated that “there are so many preconceptions of SSL being so easy and that it’s 

easy to get a good grade, that a C in ordinary Swedish is like an A in SSL” (my translation). 

As exemplified in many of the excerpts above, a number of the participants advocated for the 

rigor of SSL, which might be understood as an underlying need to defend and justify its 

existence and their own knowledge. Despite prerequisites and power struggles between the 

two subjects, Noor’s final statement (see Excerpt 19) indicated a local community and unity 

across all cohorts of Swedish language learners, irrespective of SWE and SSL. 

 
Excerpt 19. 

 
English translation Original 
Researcher: Do you talk to each other about the 

content of SWE and SSL classes? 

Forskaren: Pratar ni med varandra om vad som sker 

på SVE och vad som sker på SVA? 

 

Lale: Yes, they always say that our assignments are 

so much easier. 

Lale: Ja, de säger alltid ja men ni får mycket enklare 

uppgifter. 

 

Noor: Mm. Noor: Mm. 

 

Lale: Your knowledge requirements are easier and 

we say no they’re not. 

Lale: Ni får enklare kunskapskrav och vi, nej det är 

det inte. 

 

Noor: Now, for example, they’re reading, or I don’t 

know if they’ve finished, the ”Biggest of all-book” 

[Quicksand]. 

Noor: Nu till exempel så läser dom, eller jag vet inte 

om dom är klara, Störst av allt-boken. 

Tarick: We had already read it. Tarick: Vi hade redan läst den. 

 

Noor: Because we read it before them we knew a 

little, like you will probably do this and so on 

because that is like support if either of us studies a 

unit before the other, and then we talk about what is 

going to happen. Well, a little extra support, this is 

what you will cover, practice this and so on. 

Noor: För vi läste den innan dom så att vi visste lite 

att så här det här kommer ni säkert göra och så för det 

är lite så här hjälp för om någon av oss går igenom ett 

moment innan då pratar vi liksom om ja vad kommer 

att hända. Ja, lite så här extra hjälp, där kommer ni gå 

igenom, träna på de här grejerna och så. 

 

 

Regardless of whether the students were L1 or L2 learners they shared an understanding of 

the difficulties of a subject-related academic language and overall postsecondary education 

readiness, as the major learning outcomes of SWE and SSL 12. According to Noor, students 

of both courses became each other’s sounding boards and mediating tools depending on the 

flow of information and lived classroom experiences of the particular novel or unit. The order 

of discourse and likewise the hegemonic relation between SWE and SSL was challenged as a 

result of the students’ social relations (Fairclough 2012; Foucault 2008). Further to this, the 
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good social relations between the students might be interpreted as a ripple effect of the 

collective agency of the SSL and SWE teachers. Their collaborative work and ambition to 

teach Swedish as one language but two parallel school subjects may have created a natural 

space for the students to interact in harmony (Flessner & Payne, 2017).  

 

The novel referred to in Excerpt 19, Störst av allt, (Quicksand) by Malin Persson Giolito was 

mentioned by many of the participants during the interviews as an example of how the core 

content of SWE and SSL was conceived as parallel and equally challenging. They read the 

same novels and were given access to the same content. While Ines highlighted the teacher’s 

ability to predict difficult or new vocabulary, which she then explained to the students, Sunan 

underlined the teacher’s feedback (verbal and in print) as important in terms of linguistic 

support. In addition, Rashid expressed that “she [the teacher] explains in an easier way so that 

we understand and that has helped us very much.” The difference was the approach, the built 

in second language scaffolding, which enabled the same high level curriculum (Gibbons, 

2016). As a result of the fact that the SWE and SSL students shared the experience of reading 

and discussing the same novel in class, the discussions were continued outside the separate 

classrooms. The novel and the collaboration of the teachers might be interpreted as a bridge, 

an essential mediating tool, between the courses and more importantly between the students 

and their learning. Furthermore, the agency of the teachers in general and the teacher of the 

interviewees in particular was brought to the fore by many participants as a success factor of 

SSL. 

 

The SSL teacher of all the interviewees was described as having high standards, high 

expectations, and a high curriculum, which, as reported by the participants, laid the 

foundation for successful SSL studies (Gibbons, 2016). Moreover, the teacher was described 

by the participants as perceptive, patient, involved, competent and well-educated. While one 

interviewee stated that their teacher wanted the students to have high expectations of 

themselves, another one was concerned that the teacher might not realize how her students 

appreciated and attached value to her way of teaching and caring. Several of the participants 

mentioned meaningful feedback from their teacher as one of the most important aspects of 

pedagogical scaffolding. The participants’ collective feelings of being socially and 

intellectually affiliated (Gee, 2000) can be directly associated to the social and academic 

interactions between the interviewees and their SSL teacher (Cummins, 2000b). 

6.3.2 Findings of Questionnaires 

A different angle of the student perspective on SSL as a parallel subject to SWE was found in 

the result of the questionnaire where 27 out of the 30 respondents stated that they planned to 

attend postsecondary education. Among the interviewees the number was 11 of 12. Only 

highly qualified professions such as psychologist, social worker, political scientist, teacher, 

police officer, criminologist, lawyer, realtor, and midwife were mentioned as desired career 

paths. Overall, the participants had claimed their proficiency of secondary discourses and 

gave an impression of being future oriented and prepared to make their own life choices 

(Cummins, 2017; Skolverket, 2011, 2017b). 

6.3.3 Summary 

In summary, the participants were unanimous in their expressions of teacher scaffolding as 

the main affordance of SSL, which is in line with recent findings presented by Hedman and 

Magnusson (2019a). In addition, the participants concluded that there are more similarities 

than differences between the two subjects. The parallel scheduling of the two Swedish 
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language courses and the collaboration between the SWE and SSL teachers created a platform 

for SWE and SSL students to discuss and compare the core content, the academic results, and 

the teaching and learning methods. Although opinions were somewhat divided concerning the 

rigor of SSL compared to SWE, the coexistence of the two Swedish courses was epistemically 

accepted and defended. As a result of the ongoing and open conversation with their SWE 

peers, the SSL participants legitimized SSL as subject parallel to SWE in terms of learning 

outcomes and future prospects of education and professional opportunities. The final section 

of the findings moves on to describe the participants’ constructions of SSL.  

6.4 Constructions of SSL 

As outlined above, the interviewees unanimously and epistemically positioned themselves in 

favor of SSL as a school subject in its own right. Likewise, SSL was constructed as a 

linguistic right. In addition, a variety of perspectives were expressed with reference to SSL in 

relation to the third guiding research question which pertains to the constraints of SSL. As 

previously recognized, common concerns and experiences of the participants include negative 

social categorization as a possible effect of a divided Swedish language school subject (see 

Excerpts 11 and 12). In the same vein, integrated SWE/SSL groups and SWE settings were 

often described by the participants as socially and linguistically hampering from an L2 

perspective due to different linguistic repertoires and language orientations (see Excerpts 13–

16). 

6.4.1 Preconceptions 

Anya, who was born in Sweden, and whose compulsory school years were marked by an 

ambiguous implementation of SSL, was recommended by her 9th grade SWE/SSL teacher to 

choose SSL in high school. A strong sense of belonging and community in the SSL classroom 

was articulated by Anya, who epistemically (“I stand for”) declared that the preconceptions 

about SSL students as less competent did not bother her personally due to her high level of 

self-awareness: “I know where I stand academically” (my translation). While differences 

between SWE and SSL were acknowledged, she also manifested the equivalence of the two 

subjects and when given the chance through a high level curriculum assignment, the issue was 

underscored in her persuasive speech. Despite the formality of the different SWE and SSL 

grades, the equivalence and the application scopes outside the SSL classroom were 

emphasized in her reasoning (Excerpt 20).  

 
Excerpt 20. 

 
English translation Original 

Anya: Personally, I stand for SSL, but it wasn’t 

really part of my thesis, instead I talked about the 

existence of prejudice against SSL students, that 

people can presume that SSL students are less 

competent to be successful in the future. 

Anya: Personligen står jag ju för att SVA ska 

finnas, men det var inte med i min tes direkt utan jag 

pratade mer om att det finns fördomar kring SVA-

elever, att folk kan anta att SVA-elever är mindre 

kompetenta för att lyckas i framtiden. 

 

Researcher: Can you tell us more about what you 

said? 

Forskaren: Kan du berätta mer om vad du sa? 

 

Anya: Like, people have preconceptions about 

postsecondary education, that it will be affected, I 

mean when you apply to the university it might be 

harder to be accepted because you’ve studied SSL, 

which is not true. It’s just something that people have 

made up their own opinions about. And then, that the 

Anya: Att folk kan ha fördomar om att den 

eftergymnasiala utbildningen påverkas, alltså när 

man söker universitet så kan det vara svårare att 

komma in för att man har gått i SVA, vilket inte alls 

är sant. Det är bara något som folk kan skapa sina 

egna åsikter kring. Och sen att betyget på något vis 
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grade will somehow be different. It’s partly correct 

but at the same time we can be at the exact same 

level as a Swedish student. 

kommer att vara annorlunda. Det är ju delvis det men 

samtidigt kan man ligga i precis samma nivå som en 

svensk elev. 

 

By the same token, Tarick who was also born in Sweden, addressed preconceptions of SSL 

and epistemically (“I think”) commented on the formal differences concerning the grading 

scale (Excerpt 21).  

 
Excerpt 21. 

 
English translation Original 

Researcher: Did anybody help with this choice? 

[between SWE and SSL] 

Forskaren: Var det någon som hjälpte dig med det 

här valet? [mellan SVE och SVA] 

 

Tarick: No, nobody helped me with it. I heard a lot 

too about SSL, that it’s good for you if you have 

difficulties and then, SSL, there are advantages and 

disadvantages. The disadvantages are the 

preconceptions like, why are you taking SSL? You 

know Swedish! Or, well, it will show on your report 

card when you apply for college, but it’s not true, not 

from what I’ve heard. I made my choice based on 

what I think is the best alternative for me. There was 

no help. 

Tarick: Nej, jag fick ingen hjälp med det. Jag fick 

höra mycket också att SVA är bra för dig som har 

svårigheter och sen så SVA, det finns ju både 

fördelar och nackdelar. Nackdelarna är att det är 

fördomar: varför ska du gå SVA? Du kan ju svenska! 

Eller ja, det kommer att synas på ditt betyg när du ska 

söka till högskolan, men så är det inte vad jag har 

hört. Jag valde utifrån vad jag tycker känns bäst för 

mig. Så det fanns ingen hjälp.  

 

 

Similarly to Lale, (see Excerpt 14) who had to justify her presence in the compulsory school 

SWE classroom due to her migratory background rather than her proficiency in Swedish, 

Tarick experienced a scenario in reverse. By virtue of his linguistic repertoire and mastery of 

spoken Swedish he felt like his choice to study SSL was questioned and needed to be 

justified. 

6.4.2 SWE and SSL in Separate Classrooms 

Since the majority of a high school student’s classes are studied in permanent cohorts based 

on what program they attend, the organization of SWE and SSL stands out. As previously 

mentioned, two colliding discourses were discerned by Hedman and Magnusson (2018, p.2): 

the SSL discourse and the countervailing inclusion discourse where social needs and “the 

separation of students [is seen as] a key problem” due to the risk of a fixed order of discourse. 

While no other high school subjects, such as Math, History, or Social Science, are studied in 

cohorts depending on whether the students study SWE or SSL, Noor and Lale did not view 

this as a problem (Excerpt 22). 

 
Excerpt 22. 

 

English Translation Original 
Researcher: What is it like to study SSL in a group 

that does not consist of all your classmates? Does 

that affect other classes? 

Forskaren: Hur upplever du att läsa SVA i en grupp 

som bara en del i din klass går i? Märks det i andra 

ämnen? 

Noor: No! Noor. Nej! 

 

Lale: Believe me, even if you take SSL, I have 

friends who take SWE and they speak more like 

immigrants than I do and they take SWE so you don’t 

notice it all. It’s just a fact that you take SSL or SWE. 

It doesn’t affect our lives outside the classroom. 

Lale: Tro mig, även om man går i SVA, jag har 

några kompisar som går i SVE och de har mer av det 

här blattespråket än vad jag har, som går i vanlig 

svenska så man märker det inte alls. Det är bara en 
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grej att man går SVA eller SVE. Det påverkar inte 

livet utanför lektionerna.  

Noor: No, it’s not like, hey you can’t be with us 

because you take SSL. 

Noor: Nej det är ju inte så här, nej du kan inte vara 

med oss för du går i SVA. 

Lale: They speak more like… Lale: Dom pratar mer så här typ så här… 

 

Noor: Bad Swedish. Noor: Dålig svenska. 

 

Lale: Yes, more than we. Seriously. Lale: Ja, än vad vi gör. Faktiskt.  

 

 

Lale matter-of-factly pointed out in epistemic expressions (“believe me,” “it doesn’t”) that 

studying SSL had no bearing on the rest of her life outside the SSL classroom. To her it was 

not a controversial issue, instead she aligned with the equality-as-equal-opportunity approach, 

where “individuals and groups maintain their rights to be equal, even if they are different” 

(Westling Allodi, 2007, p. 143). On the contrary, she and Noor epistemically (“it doesn’t,” 

“it’s not like”) discussed a shared observation concerning the student body of their parallel 

SWE cohort. In Lale and Noor’s opinion, some of their peers, who had chosen to study SWE, 

spoke more like L2 speakers than they did. This is an unexpected and interesting outcome of 

their conversation. Through their lived experiences of language (Busch, 2017) and their self-

knowledge (Säljö, 2000; Vygotsky 1978), Lale and Noor were able to make comparisons 

between their own linguistic repertoires and those of their peers. The fact that they 

constructed their own mastery of spoken Swedish to be ranked higher than that of students in 

the SWE classroom might be interpreted in different ways. Multilingual students might have 

chosen to study SWE as opposed to SSL due to the power-struggle between the two colliding 

discourses (Hedman & Magnusson, 2018) in terms of status and social belonging.  

Considering the demonstrated unsuccessful implementation of SSL at the national level and 

the imprecision of who it is intended for (Lindberg & Hyltenstam, 2013; MSU 2004), it is 

also possible that the ambiguity of the local selection process has in turn resulted in misguided 

choices or no choices.  

6.4.4 The Misnomer of SSL 

Moreover, the misnomer of Swedish as a second language (SSL) was mentioned by Lale who 

epistemically (“it should”) declared that the subject should only be called Swedish. Noor 

affectively (“it feels”) aligned with Lale, while she, like some of the other interviewees, 

epistemically (“I know”) argued that Swedish was on a par with a native language to her. In 

addition, her response indicated that socially she did not want to be categorized as a newly 

arrived student. Tarick briefly aligned with the previous statements and agreed that the name 

ought to be changed (Excerpt 23). 
 

Excerpt 23. 

 

English translation Original 

Researcher: Is there anything else that you would like 

to add that you think is important with regard to 

research about SWE and SSL? Attitudes towards 

SSL? 

Forskaren: Är det något annat som ni vill lägga till 

som ni tycker att forskningen borde veta kring SVE 

och SVA? Kring attityder kring SVA? 

 

Lale: That they shouldn’t be called SWE and SSL. It 

should just be Swedish although they’re different, I 

don’t know… 

Lale: Att de ska ta bort det som heter SVE och SVA. 

Det ska bara vara svenska fast att det bara är olika, 

jag vet inte… 

 

Noor: This, that it’s called Swedish as a second 

language, yes it is Swedish as a second language but,  

for me, it feels like my native language because in 

Noor: Det här med att det heter svenska som 

andraspråk, ja det är ju svenska som andraspråk men  

för mig känns det som mitt modersmål för jag pratar  
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some way I speak it at home as much as I speak 

[xxx]. That it’s called Swedish as second language is 

like prejudice, like well only people who came to 

Sweden four years ago take it and so on. I know, the 

name makes it something it is not. 

det på något sätt lika mycket hemma som jag gör 

överallt trots att jag pratar [xxx]. Det här med att det 

heter svenska som andraspråk, det är lite fördomar på 

att, ja det är bara människor som kom till Sverige för 

fyra år sedan som går på den linjen och sådant. Jag 

vet att det liksom, namnet gör det till något det inte 

är. 

Tarick: It ought to be changed. Tarick: Man borde ändra på det. 

 

The fact that the name SSL was emphasized as a misnomer indicates that underneath the 

surface, the national order of discourse characterized by the hegemonic relation between the 

dominating SWE and the dominated SSL discourse was locally present at Heart High School 

(Fairclough 2012; Foucault, 2008). While it was not prevalent within the SSL classroom, the 

power struggle between SWE and SSL was prominent outside of it. In accordance with recent 

results presented by Hedman and Magnusson (2019a), a majority of the interviewees were 

either born in Sweden or had lived in Sweden for the majority of their lives, which results in a 

problematization of their lived experiences of language. While they were socially labeled as 

L2 learners of Swedish, several of the participants explained the notion of having multiple 

first languages rather than a first and a second. As described by Busch (2017, p.342) a lived 

experience of language is not limited to linguistic proficiency. On the contrary, it 

encompasses “emotional and bodily experience” of linguistic interactions. In this case the 

interviewees’ lived experiences included feelings of being unfairly categorized and thereby 

emotionally minimized. Some of the participants, including Noor, affectively (“for me it 

feels”) expressed that they felt like Swedish was their strongest language, especially 

academically and therefore protested against the socially constructed exclusion found in the 

misnomer of SSL.  

6.4.5 Summary 

As previously mentioned, the participants constructed SSL as a straightforward matter 

regarding justification and affordances. Similarly, the constraints of the subject were not 

found in the separate SWE and SSL classrooms but in societal preconceptions and misnomers 

which subsequently maintain the order of the SWE and SSL discourses. Anya and Tarick 

brought the validity of the grades to the fore and both had been in conversations where their 

interlocutors implied that their SSL grades would not be as valid as a grade in SWE, in terms 

of postsecondary education. Concurrently, Lale, Noor, and Tarick concluded that a constraint 

was found in the very name of the subject: Swedish as a Second Language. 
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7. Discussion  

In this section, the methodology and findings of the study will be discussed followed by 

conclusions and recommendations for future studies.  

7.1 Discussion of Methodology 

Due to the design and scope of the study it is not possible to draw any general conclusions as 

to why multilingual high school students choose to study SSL as opposed to SWE. By 

definition, qualitative research does not offer generalizations. As pointed out by Yin (2018) 

the aim of case studies, such as the present one, is to carefully explore an existing 

phenomenon by mainly asking how or why questions in a transferable and dependable manner 

(Denscombe, 2017; Krueger & Casey, 2015). The purpose of the present study was therefore 

to provide an understanding of the SSL selection process based on the present case in its own 

right, not only for what it reveals and interlinks, but also for what it might lead to in terms of 

further research (Denscombe 2017, p.59). With the exception of Hedman and Magnusson 

(2019a, 2019b), the research to date has tended to focus on the question of the justification of 

SSL from a political and academic point of view rather than empirical research on educational 

practices and student perspectives. In the hope that the present study will contribute to the 

nascent research field of student perspectives on different aspects of SSL, I made the decision 

to design the study solely from the perspective of SSL students. In order to create a forum for 

students as “individuals [to] collectively make sense of a phenomenon and construct meaning 

around it” (Bryman, 2012, p. 502), I chose focus group interviews in combination with a web-

based questionnaire. In addition, and as a means to provide a background to the selected 

research site, two of the SSL teachers were interviewed one-on-one.  

 
While one of the teachers was interviewed face to face at the research site a month prior to the 

focus group interviews, the other teacher chose an online interview which was conducted via 

e-mail concurrent with the focus group interviews and the questionnaires. The outcome of the 

face to face interview proved to be crucial to the study in terms of advantageous 

circumstances which allowed for unforeseen methodological conditions. As part of their 

regular course work for SSL 12 (Svenska som andraspråk 3), the teachers had constructed a 

speech assignment where the students were asked to take a stand on whether SSL was 

justified or not and if so should it be a school subject in its own right or not. Thanks to this 

information, I decided to use their previous knowledge as an introductory question in the 

focus group interviews, consequently all the interviewees took on the role of experts, which 

per se is a characteristic of focus group interviews.  

 

Through their perceptions of the SSL classroom and their experience of expressing 

themselves on various questions concerning, for example, affordances and constraints of SSL, 

a rich set of data was collected. The interviewees were well informed and unexpectedly 

engaged in the how and why features of SSL, which aligned with the method and the 

analytical tool of stance analysis. Another important factor in the success of the focus group 

interviews was the balance between the participants. As mentioned by Dahlin-Ivanoff (2017, 

p. 56) it is important for researchers to collaborate with people who have a natural connection 

to the interviewees, which is why Emma was asked to form four triads of interviewees who, 

to the best of her knowledge, would feel comfortable making their voices heard in a 

discussion. 
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In hindsight, the question route consisted of too many similar questions while the 

questionnaire could have been more extensive in order to constitute a larger and more 

comparable set of data. Meanwhile, with respect to the participants, especially at the end of 

senior year, it was important that the participation itself, was not perceived as overwhelming 

or too time consuming, as such a scenario might have resulted in difficulty in recruiting 

interviewees overall. In addition, an advantage of focus group interviews lies in the flexibility 

to deviate from the interview guide (Dahlin-Ivanoff & Holmgren, 2017) whereby the outcome 

of the discussions is not believed to have been affected by the structure of the question route.  

 

Another important aspect to consider in terms of data collection and data analysis is the 

identity of the researcher. The questionnaires were distributed online and the signed consent 

forms were collected by the SSL teachers, whereby I, as the researcher, had no contact with 

the respondents. By contrast, the interviewer effect needs to be taken into account in the 

context of the focus group interviews and in the analysis of the two data sets. As articulated 

by Denscombe (2017, p. 209) “[p]eople respond differently depending on how they perceive 

the person asking the questions.” In my role as the moderator of the focus group interviews, I 

introduced myself as a university student and a researcher but not as a teacher. While I 

knowingly strived to be neutral to the statements of the interviewees there is always a risk that 

the researcher’s self shines through and unintentionally impacts the participants. According to 

Krueger and Casey (2015), the role of the moderator (the researcher) is crucial to the success 

of focus group interviews, principally when interviewing younger people. My background and 

classroom experiences might present a potential risk of bias in terms of the interpretation of 

data and selection of excerpts to be emphasized, however they might also be considered 

factors that enhance credibility and dependability in the understanding and analysis of the 

research interview as social practice approach where data is coconstructed in order to provide 

an understanding not only of the what but also of the how (Talmy, 2010). 

 
The timing of the data collection, at the end of 12th year, was crucial not only in order for the 

participants to be able to reflect comprehensively on their lived experiences of SSL over time, 

but also for the sake of credibility in terms of accurate data (Denscombe, 2017). Similarly, a 

notable limitation of the study was also to be found in the aspect of time. Chronologically, the 

focus group interviews were conducted prior to the questionnaires, however a reversed order 

might have resulted in a higher response rate. As a consequence of the fact that the course 

work was already completed by the time the students were asked to participate, attendance in 

school per se was low. In the same vein, it would have been fruitful not only to pilot-test the 

questionnaire but also the question route (Krueger & Casey, 2015). Due to the nature of this 

small-scale research project and limitation in time, it was not possible to observe any classes 

during the data collection process although I was invited to return in the fall. Classroom 

observations in combination with focus group interviews and questionnaires would have 

provided another set of important data and enabled further interesting comparisons between 

the statements of the interviewees and SSL in practice. 
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7.2 Discussion of Findings and Interpretations 

SSL, in its present form, as a school subject specifically designed to cater to L2 learners of 

Swedish, has been an issue of debate and concern across public, academic, and political 

forums since 1995. While the findings of the present case study show that this subject is still 

surrounded by ambiguity and ignorance, they also reveal countervailing images of a justified 

and well-functioning subject in practice. The principal findings and interpretations of this 

study are discussed below on the basis of the three original research questions. 

7.2.1 SSL as opposed to SWE 

The first research question of the study addresses the option that high school students have to 

study either SWE or SSL: What are the key components expressed by multilingual students, 

which influence whether they choose SWE or SSL in high school? 

 

Irrespective of how and when the participants enrolled in high school SSL, the data show that 

the participants brought the difference between L1 and L2 proficiency to the fore and argued 

for their “rights to be equal, even if they are different” (Westling Allodi, 2007, p.143) 

meaning that the teaching of SSL enabled them to approach the Swedish language as a right 

and all their languages as resources (Hult & Hornberger, 2016). In accordance with 

Economou (2007), the present study found that the sense of social and linguistic belonging 

had a significant influence on the participants’ choice to study SSL as opposed to SWE. In 

Gee’s (2000) and Busch’s (2012, 2017) terms, the SSL cohort, which the interviewees were a 

part of, can be described as an affinity group where their shared experience of multilingualism 

and SSL united them. Despite their different emotions and lived experiences of different 

mother tongues, SSL constituted an important and joint part of their linguistic repertoires. 

 

Consistent with Economou’s (2007) previous results and recent findings presented by 

Hedman and Magnusson (2019a), the pronounced access to pedagogical scaffolding was 

identified as an incentive reason for choosing SSL. Through Ines and Ekaterina’s discussion, 

pedagogical scaffolding might be interpreted as an operator of Vygotsky’s ZPD in 

combination with language as a right. Their insightful comparison between the need for 

adequate second language scaffolding in order to learn Swedish and training wheels as a 

means of learning how to ride a bicycle, not only indicates a process rather than a strategy 

(Gibbons, 2016), but it also shows that the decision to study SSL was future oriented and 

connected to postsecondary life goals (e.g., Cummins, 2017; Skolverket, 2017b).  

 

With respect to the first research question, and in accordance with the literature (Bjuhr, 2019; 

Economou, 2007), the data show that several of the participants were oblivious of the fact 

that, as high school students, they have a choice to study either SWE or SSL. It is a given that 

in order for multilingual students to make a choice of which subject best suit their need, SWE 

or SSL, they must be provided sufficient context, information, and guidance not only as they 

transition from compulsory school to high school but also throughout their upper secondary 

education. According to the two teacher interviewees, the transition phase from compulsory 

school to high school was accompanied by a known issue in terms of the SWE/SSL selection 

process. A number of teacher driven initiatives have been implemented at the research site in 

order to clarify and justify the concurrent existence of SWE and SSL, yet misperceptions 

prevail, which might be interpreted as a consequence of absent relational agency (Flessner & 

Kandel-Cisco, 2019) between different types of schools (compulsory and high school) and 

within each local school system. 
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Consequently, some of the participants did not make an informed choice. On the contrary, the 

eight respondents of the questionnaire, who declared that they did not make a choice, 

epistemically expressed (“I didn’t choose”) that they were automatically placed in SSL. 

Likewise, Noor and Lale stated that they did not participate in the decision to transfer from 

compulsory school SWE to high school SSL. While Noor was placed in SSL based on a 

previous test score, Lale assumed that her previous and current teachers had made the 

decision for her. Despite the fact that Noor was seemingly offended by the shift from SWE to 

SSL and did not identify herself as “SSL-material,” neither she nor Lale contested the 

decision made by the school. Their low student agency might be interpreted as unawareness. 

 

Consistent with the literature, this study found that the confusion of whom SSL is intended for 

and the lack of information per se about the aim and implementation of the subject was 

evident among the participants and might explain why they did not question their placement 

in SSL. In addition, and in relation to the uncertainty about SWE and SSL, the opaqueness of 

integrated SWE and SSL classes was addressed by two of the interviewees. Both Ekaterina 

and Anya expressed that their experience of compulsory school SWE/SSL was characterized 

by silence and vagueness, “I guess we took Swedish because we never talked about it” 

(Excerpt 7). The only difference was found in their grades, their SSL grades. A possible 

explanation for this finding may be the national lack of qualified SSL teachers and the 

prevailing school-based reality where SSL students are still “put in mainstream instruction 

without any support or professional guidance from specially trained teachers” (Lindberg, 

2008, p. 78). One of the issues that emerges from these findings is the problematization of so 

called integrated SWE/ SSL classes. While SSL is approaching twenty-five years as a school 

subject in its own right, SSL students still seem to receive SWE instruction and SSL grades. 

 

Regardless of their earlier schooling and their previous experience of the colliding SWE and 

SSL discourses (Hedman & Magnusson, 2018) and based mainly on social and linguistic 

belonging in combination with pedagogical scaffolding, all the interviewees epistemically 

argued in favor of SSL. In contrast to earlier findings, presented by Hedman and Magnusson 

(2019a), this study provides a salient student perspective on the question of the justification of 

SSL as a school subject in its own right. 

7.2.2 Affordances of SSL 

The second research question of the study involves students’ experiences of the quality of 

SSL: What are the affordances expressed by students, of continuing with SSL studies 

throughout high school? 

 

While a broad range of the negative and consistently underscored implementation and 

legitimacy issues discussed in the literature were discerned in the present case, the findings of 

this study also offer countervailing indices. In contrast to previous findings of a decade ago 

(e.g., MSU 2004; Economou, 2007), and in alignment with recent results presented by 

Hedman and Magnusson (2019a), the participants showed no doubt concerning the content of 

SSL in comparison to SWE. On the contrary, a legitimized SSL curriculum, parallel to that of 

SWE and equally challenging, was identified. The practice of two parallel school subjects 

pursuing the same objectives and high level curriculum in terms of equivalent linguistic and 

postsecondary readiness was unanimously described by the interviewees.   

 

The learning outcomes were realized and legitimized through bridging literature and common 

national exams. From a student perspective, the parallelism of the subjects was made visible 

through the core units that were studied in both SWE and SLL, which indicates a high level of 
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collective teacher agency (Flessner & Kandel-Cisco, 2019). While functional language and 

second language learning scaffolding were singled out by the participants as characteristic and 

vital aspects of SSL, they did not stand in contradiction to literature (cf. Economou, 2015). 

These findings are in line with contemporary results obtained by Hedman and Magnusson 

(2019a). The participants’ accounts of SSL appears to be in alignment with Economou’s 

vision of “a subject containing language, literature and culture that would become the most 

important subject in school” (2015, p.116). In the spirit of Economou, Maria and Rashid 

described SSL as a base for their entire education while Sunan stated that “we get help to and 

from other subjects [in SSL].” Unlike Economou’s vision for “a new inclusive subject” 

(ibid.), the national vision of two parallel school subjects (Skolverket 2011, 2017b) where 

students are offered equitable access to all aspects of Swedish seemed acknowledged and 

recognized by the participants. As previously stated, the interviewees regarded SSL as a 

justified school subject in its own right.   

 

The findings of the present study show that high school students possess an abundance of 

knowledge and lived experiences of language (Busch, 2017) which need to be utilized in 

order to replace the MSU 2004 Survey as a platform and create a new platform for research in 

this field. As results from the beginning of the 2000s are compared to present findings 

approaching the 2020s, the aspect of time in terms of societal and educational changes must 

be taken into consideration. Academically, SWE and SSL appeared to coexist in accordance 

with the intended purpose of the two school subjects, which corroborates the findings of 

Hedman and Magnusson (2019a). However, and in contrast to Hedman and Magnusson 

(2019a), the findings of the present study also place emphasis on the collective teacher agency 

found in the collaboration between teachers of SWE and SSL. These relationships may partly 

or fully explain the students’ lived experiences of two parallel school subjects in practice. 

From a student perspective, the constraints of SSL (see below) were perceived as peripheral to 

the benefit of equitable access to the Swedish language through the application of adequate 

second language scaffolding.  

7.2.3 Constraints of SSL 

The third research question of the study pertains to perceived limitations of SSL: What are the 

constraints expressed by students, of continuing with SSL studies throughout high school? 

 

Despite the perceived equivalent academics and the participants’ strong beliefs in the 

justification of SSL as a school subject in its own right, the interviewees also expressed their 

concerns and experiences of the colliding SWE and SSL discourses (Hedman & Magnusson, 

2018). While the strong similarities between the two subjects were seen as advantages and 

elements of legitimacy, they also made the students question the formal classification and 

order of the SWE and SSL discourses in terms of negative social categorization. As pointed 

out by Noor (see Excerpt 23), the fact that she was enrolled in SSL did not accurately 

correspond to her perception of her linguistic repertoire. She was clearly bothered by the 

social categorization associated with SSL and expressed a sense of having two first languages. 

At this point Swedish was neither a new nor a second language to her, whereby she also 

distanced herself from “more newly arrived peers” (Hedman & Magnusson, 2019a, p. 5).  

 

As articulated by Lindberg and Hyltenstam (2013), there is a wide divergence between SSL 

for newly arrived students compared to students who were either born in Sweden or arrived at 

a young age and this was acknowledged by Noor, Lale, and Tarick. They did not have a 

suggestion for what the subjects ought to be called but they affectively took a stance against 

the misnomer of Swedish as a Second Language. In the same vein, Ekaterina affectively 
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explained how she wanted “to be a part of the group that is considered better” (see Excerpt 

13). She wanted to be in the first group, not the second. She wanted to be on the A-team and 

not the B-team (Tingbjörn, 2004, p. 756). As exemplified in the excerpts above, the order of 

discourse was understood by the interviewees as an open system regarding the core content of 

SWE and SSL. 

 

This study’s findings are in agreement with those obtained by Hedman and Magnusson 

(2019a) concerning the physical separation of students during SWE and SSL classes, which 

was regarded as a non-issue. In grade 12, there was a total of four parallel cohorts for the 

teaching of SWE and SSL: two SWE groups and two SSL groups. Consequently, and in 

accordance with the findings of Hedman and Magnusson (ibid. p. 27), SSL 12 at Heart High 

School 

 
was neither an exception to the norm nor separated a few from the majority [which] allows for a 

problematization of “mainstream” and ‘inclusion.” That is, the SWE subject did not necessarily 

represent mainstream in terms of number of students, and SWE also catered to many multilingual 

students.  

 

By comparison to Hedman and Magnusson (2019a), an additional perspective on the 

separation of students was brought into question by the interviewees. In the present study, it 

was the undifferentiated SSL label that caused the discourses to collide. By definition the two 

subjects are placed in a fixed order of discourse, where the hegemonic relationship between 

SWE and SSL is perpetuated. One discourse is not numbered. The other one is and it comes in 

second. The countervailing and colliding inclusion discourse where “the separation of 

students [is seen as] a key problem (Hedman & Magnusson 2018, p. 2) was constantly 

palpable in the name itself: Swedish as a Second Language. 

7.3 Conclusions and Future Directions 

The transition from compulsory school to high school is intense for all students within the 

Swedish school system. Students are increasingly expected to exercise their student agency in 

making relevant and future oriented choices. In addition to choosing a program, a direction, a 

school, and a modern language, multilingual students also have the right to select either SWE 

or SSL. As mentioned in the review of the Swedish context, SSL is often referred to as a 

marginalized lower-status alternative to SWE (e.g., Economou 2015; Fridlund, 2011; Sahlée 

2017; Torpsten 2008). Contrary to expectations, this study found that when given a chance to 

exercise their agency, the participants advocated not only for the justification of SSL but also 

for their inherent right to equitable access to the Swedish language (Hult & Hornberger, 2016) 

through pedagogical scaffolding (Gibbons, 2016; Vygotsky, 1978). In addition, the SSL 

classroom was described as a place where learning was enhanced due to a strong sense of 

social and linguistic belonging. 

 

To develop a full picture of this case, additional studies will be needed that also explore 

whether multilingual students’ decision to study SWE, as opposed to SSL, was in fact a 

choice or if they were automatically placed in SWE. The conversation between the 

interviewees dealing with the local discourse at Heart High School, where there are two 

parallel school subjects in practice, raises an interesting question, and possibly indicates that 

the highly motivated students have consciously chosen SSL as opposed to SWE in order to 

secure the prospect of postsecondary education and future life choices (Cummins, 2017; 

Skolverket, 2017b). With reference to the case of Heart High School, there are important 
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lessons to be learned for everybody involved and interested in learning, teaching, 

administrating, and evaluating the current implementation and approach to Swedish as one 

language but two school subjects. The study is applicable throughout the Swedish school 

system, and even beyond. While Swedish as a second language is often referred to as a young 

school subject, although it has been almost twenty-five years since it was implemented in its 

present form, extensive international research into second language learning has been 

conducted over a long period of time, especially in English speaking countries (Gibbons, 

2006). 

 

The findings of this study offer a number of practical implications as to how SWE and SSL 

can be delivered in compliance with the initial intentions and purposes of both subjects.  

Nevertheless, in order to challenge the status quo and enable the colliding SWE and SSL 

discourses to converge, it is neither the curriculum nor the separate SWE and SSL cohorts that 

are called into question by the participants of the present study. Instead, they demand an 

equitable name for a valid school subject that empowers them to thrive thanks to agency, 

connectedness, and adequate pedagogical scaffolding. As Noor, Lale, and Tarick so 

profoundly discussed, multilingualism cannot and must not be separated from their identities 

by a mere number on a subject’s ranking list. 

 

As long as we have a subject that does not only contain a numeral, but more specifically an 

ordinal, the hegemonic relationship between Swedish and Swedish as a Second Language will 

be socially and emotionally perpetuated regardless of equally high level curricula. In the same 

vein, the risk of negative social categorization will prevail. Only one of the subjects is 

numbered and by definition it comes in second. As pointed out by Hedman and Magnusson 

(2018) student perspectives are scarce in the growing but still nascent research area of SSL. A 

reasonable approach to tackle this urgent concern is to conduct large scale research based on 

student perspectives and to pursue a shift from Swedish as a Second Language to Swedish as 

a part of a linguistic repertoire. 
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9. Appendices  

9.1 Appendix 1: Questionnaire  
 

 

English Translation Original 
 

 

 

Questions about the Elective School Subject 

Swedish as a Second Language in High School 
Frågor om valet av svenska som andraspråk 

på gymnasieskolan 

 

For my study on actively choosing to study 

Swedish as a Second Language in high school, it 

would be very helpful if you would consider 

answering a few questions about Swedish as 

Second Language, your linguistic background, 

and your use of languages. Your participation 

will be anonymous, which means that we will 

neither collect any names of participants nor  

publish the name of your school. 

 

Thank you for your participation! 

Angelica Granqvist, student at Stockholm 

University 

För min studie om valet av svenska som 

andraspråk på gymnasieskolan vore det 

värdefullt om du vill besvara några frågor om 

svenska som andraspråk och din språkliga 

bakgrund och språkanvändning. Deltagande är 

anonymt, vilket innebär att vi inte samlar in 

uppgifter om ditt namn och inte kommer att 

offentliggöra namnet på din skola. 

 

 

Varmt tack för din medverkan! 

Angelica Granqvist, student vid Stockholms 

universitet  

 

 

 Did you study Swedish as a Second 

Language in compulsory school? If so, 

during which grades did you study 

Swedish as a Second Language? 

 Läste du svenska som andraspråk i 

grundskolan? Vilka årskurser läste du i 

så fall svenska som andraspråk? 

 

 Please give one or a few reasons why 

you chose to study Swedish as a Second 

Language in 10th grade. 

 Ange något/några skäl till varför du 

valde att läsa svenska som andraspråk i 

åk 1. 

 

 Please give one or a few reasons why 

you chose to study Swedish as a Second 

Language in 12th grade. 

 Ange något/några skäl till varför du 

valde att läsa svenska som andraspråk i 

åk 3? 

 

 Did anybody help you to choose which 

subject to study? If so, who? In what 

way? 

 Var det någon som hjälpte dig med 

valet? Om ja, vem? Hur? 

 

 What kind of help or guidance do you 

think that high schools ought to offer in 

 Vilken hjälp tycker du att 

gymnasieskolan ska erbjuda för att 
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order for students to make a judicious 

choice between Swedisi and Swedish as 

a Second Language? 

elever ska kunna göra ett medvetet val 

mellan svenska och svenska som 

andraspråk? 

 Do you participate in Mother Tongue 

Instruction? Have you participated 

during high school? 

 Deltar du i modersmålsundervisning? 

Har du deltagit under gymnasietiden? 

 

 Were you born in Sweden?  Är du född i Sverige? 

 

 If not, how old were you when you 

moved to Sweden? 

 Om inte, hur gammal var du när du 

flyttade till Sverige? 

 

 What languages do you speak?  Vilka språk talar du? 

 

 Are you planning to continue studying 

after high school? 
 Har du planer på att läsa vidare efter 

gymnasiet? 
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9.2 Appendix 2: Question Route Focus Group 

Interviews 

 

 

English Translation Original 

Question Route: Focus Group Interviews Intervjuguide: Fokusgrupper 

Introductory Questions 

I have heard that you have delivered 

persuasive speeches about SSL. 

 What was your stance? 

 Should SSL be a school subject? 

 Why? Why not? 

Bakgrundsfrågor 

Jag har hört att ni har hållit 

argumenterande tal angående SVA.  

 Vad argumenterade du för?  

 Är det bra att SVA finns?  

 Varför? Varför inte? 

 

 

SSL as an Elective  

 Why did you choose SSL? 

 In 10th grade. 

 In 12th grade. 

 Describe the process of choosing SSL. 

 Did anybody help you? If so, who? When? 

How? 

 What kind of help or guidance do you 

think that high schools ought to offer in 

order for students to make a judicious 

choice between SWE and SSL? 

 In what ways can compulsory schools and 

high school collaborate in order to 

facilitate the choice between SWE and 

SSL? 

 Were you born in Sweden? 

 If not, how old were you when you moved 

to Sweden? 

 What languages do you speak? 

Valet av SVA 

 Varför har du valt SVA? 

 I åk 1. 

 I åk 3. 

 Hur gick det till när du valde SVA? 

 Var det någon som hjälpte dig med 

valet? Om ja, vem? När? Hur? 

 Vilken hjälp tycker du att 

gymnasieskolan ska erbjuda för att 

elever ska kunna göra ett medvetet 

val mellan SVA och SVE? 

 På vilket sätt skulle grundskolan och 

gymnasieskolan kunna samarbeta för 

att underlätta valet av SVA eller 

SVE? 

 Är du född i Sverige? 

 Om inte, hur gammal var du när du 

flyttade till Sverige? 

 Vilket/vilka språk talar du? 

 Similarities and Differences between 

SWE and SSL 

 Previous experiences of SSL? (SWE?) 

 

 If SWE, what are the differences between 

SSL and SWE, in your opinion? 

 

 If not, what do you think the difference is 

between SWE and SSL? 

 Likheter och skillnader mellan 

SVE och SVA 

 Tidigare erfarenheter av SVA? 

(SVE?) 

 Om SVE tidigare: vilka skillnader 

finns mellan SVA och SVE, tycker 

du? 

 Om inte: Vad tror du är skillnaden 

mellan SVA och SVE? 
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 Teaching 

 What is the most important thing that you 

learn in SSL? 

 What do you enjoy the most? 

 What is most difficult? 

 What does your teacher try to help you the 

most with? (Speaking? Writing? Reading? 

 What is missing in the teaching of SSL? 

Do you have any suggestions for 

improvement? 

 What is the best learning situation for you 

(working in class, in smaller groups, 

individually)? 

 What is the most important difference 

between SSL and other subjects? (SWE?) 

 Do you feel like you receive more help in 

SSL compared to other subjects? Please, 

explain. 

 Do you use other languages, in addition to 

Swedish, in SSL class? If so, in what way? 

 

 Do you participate in Mother Tongue 

Instruction? If so, please explain. 

 Do you work on assignments related to 

other subjects in SSL? 

 How does SSL benefit you in other 

classes? 

 Do you feel like your SSL teacher has 

high expectations? (What about other 

teachers in other subjects?) 

 What is it like to study SSL in a group that 

does not consist of your classmates? 

Undervisningen 

 Vad är det viktigaste man lär sig i 

SVA? 

 Vad är roligast? 

 Vad är svårast? 

 Vad försöker läraren mest hjälpa er 

med? (Muntligt? Skriftligt? 

Läsförståelse?) 

 Vad saknar du i undervisningen? 

Förbättringsförslag? 

 

 När lär du dig bäst? (helklass, grupp, 

enskilt?) 

 Vad är den viktigaste skillnaden 

mellan SVA och andra ämnen? 

(SVE?) 

 Tycker du att du får mer hjälp i SVA 

än i andra ämnen? Förklara. 

 Har du möjlighet att använda/ta 

hjälp av andra språk som du 

behärskar i SVA? Om ja, hur? 

 Deltar du i 

modersmålsundervisning? Om ja, 

hur går det till? 

 Gör ni saker i SVA som har med 

andra ämnen att göra? 

 Har du nytta av SVA i andra ämnen? 

 Upplever du att SVA-läraren har 

höga förväntningar på er? (Hur är 

det i andra ämnen?) 

 Hur upplever du att läsa SVA i en 

grupp som bara en del i din klass går 

i? 

 

Ending Questions 

 Are you planning to continue studying 

after high school? 

 If so, in what ways has the teaching of 

SSL prepared you for further studies? 

Avrundning 

 Har du planer på att läsa vidare efter 

gymnasiet? 

 Om ja, på vilket sätt har SVA 

förberett dig inför vidare studier? 
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9.3 Appendix 3: Question Route One-on-One Interviews   

 

English Translation Original 
Question Route SSL Teachers Intervjuguide SVA-lärare 

 Introductory Questions 

 How come you work as an SSL teacher? 

What other subjects do you teach? 

 How long have you worked as an SSL 

teacher—previous experience of 

teaching—educational background? 

 Are you part of a network for SSL 

teachers? Networks for teachers in 

general? What kind of interchange takes 

place? What are the benefits? 

 

 

Bakgrundsfrågor 

 Hur kommer det sig att du arbetar som 

SVA-lärare? Vilka andra ämnen 

undervisar du i? 

 Hur länge har du arbetat som SVA-

lärare – vilka tidigare erfarenheter av 

läraryrket – vilken utbildning? 

 Ingår du i något nätverk för SVA-lärare? 

I något nätverk för lärare generellt? 

Vilket utbyte sker? Vilken nytta 

upplever du? 

 

 Questions about Students and 

Teaching 

 What classes do you teach (age groups, 

background, and number)? 

 What is the students’ command of the 

Swedish language like? How big is the 

variation of proficiency? 

 How much do you know about the 

students (linguistically and 

academically) when they start high 

school? How is this information 

acquired? How are the students divided 

into groups? 

 Do you know if the students take 

Mother Tongue Instruction? 

 How are the students informed about 

SSL? 

 What kind of help or guidance do you 

think that high schools ought to offer in 

order for students to make a judicious 

choice between SWE and SSL? 

 In what ways would it be possible for 

compulsory schools and high schools to 

collaborate in order to facilitate the 

choice between SWE and SSL? 

 Are there students who drop out of 

SSL? If so, why? When? 

 Are there students who during high 

school change from SSL to SWE? What 

is your role as a teacher in a situation 

like that? 

 Frågor om elever i undervisningen 
 Vilka elevgrupper undervisar du 

(elevernas ålder, bakgrund, antal)? 

 Hur är elevernas behärskning av 

svenska? Hur stor är variationen mellan 

eleverna i en undervisningsgrupp?  

 Hur mycket vet du om eleverna 

(språkmässigt som kunskapsmässigt) 

när de börjar i din undervisning? Hur 

har du fått dessa kunskaper? Hur 

placeras eleverna in i grupper? 

 

 

 Vet du om SVA-eleverna läser 

modersmål? 

 Hur får eleverna information om SVA-

undervisningen? 

 Vilken hjälp tycker du att 

gymnasieskolan ska erbjuda för att 

elever ska kunna göra ett medvetet val 

mellan SVE och SVA? 

 På vilket sätt skulle grundskolan och 

gymnasieskolan kunna samarbeta för att 

underlätta valet av SVE eller SVA? 

 Finns det elever som hoppar av SVA-

undervisningen? Av vilka skäl? När? 

 Finns det elever som under sin 

gymnasietid byter från SVA till SVE 

eller tvärtom? Vilken roll har du som 

lärare vid ett sådant byte? 
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 Do students talk about similarities and 

differences between SWE and SSL? 

 Pratar eleverna om likheter och 

skillnader mellan SVE och SVA? 

 General Questions about the Set-up of 

Teaching and the Teacher’s Thoughts 

on Learning 

 In your opinion, what is the aim of your 

teaching? What do wish the most, for 

the students to develop in Swedish? 

Why? 

 What are the similarities and differences 

between SWE and SSL? 

 What is your experience of the students’ 

lived experience of SSL? Is there a 

difference in status? 

 What do the students learn? 

 In what ways are the students’ different 

levels of Swedish taken into 

consideration as you plan and teach? 

 In your opinion, to what extent do you 

speak other languages, in addition to 

Swedish, during class? In what 

situations might other languages be 

spoken? For what purpose? 

 How do you connect to the students’ 

knowledge and experiences of other 

school subjects? Why? How much 

insight do you have in the school 

operation in general? What contact do 

you have with other teachers? How/in 

what ways? 

 Generella frågor om undervisningens 

upplägg och lärarens tankar om 

undervisningen 

 Vad är målsättningen med din 

undervisning anser du? Vad önskar du 

främst att eleverna ska utveckla i 

svenska? Varför? 

 Vilka är likheterna respektive 

skillnaderna mellan SVE och SVA? 

 Hur upplever du att eleverna uppfattar 

SVA? Är det skillnad i status? 

 Vad lär sig eleverna i undervisningen? 

Går det bra för dem? 

 Vilken hänsyn tar du till elevernas 

skiftande kunskaper i svenska vid 

planering och utförande av 

undervisningen? 

 I vilken utsträckning förekommer det att 

ni pratar andra språk i undervisningen 

upplever du? I vilka sammanhang kan 

andra språk förekomma under 

lektionerna? I vilket syfte? 

 Hur anknyter du till elevernas 

erfarenheter och kunskaper i övriga 

skolämnen? Varför? Vilken inblick har 

du i skolans övriga verksamhet? Vilken 

kontakt har du med elevernas andra 

lärare? Hur/på vilket sätt? 

 SSL in Relation to Other Subjects 

 Do other subject teachers than SSL 

teachers work with the students’ 

language? If linguistic and knowledge 

developing methods are used, then how 

and in what ways?  

 SVA i relation till andra ämnen 

 Arbetar andra lärare än SVA-lärare med 

elevernas språkanvändning? Om språk-

och kunskapsutvecklande, hur tar det sig 

uttryck? Exempel? 

 The Teacher’s Perception of the 

Importance/role of Teaching 

 How/in what ways do you think that the 

teaching of Swedish can influence the 

students’ linguistic development? Why? 

 In your opinion, what other resources do 

think contribute to the students’ 

command of the Swedish language (i.e., 

outside school/in addition to teaching)? 
 

 Lärarens uppfattning om 

undervisningens betydelse/roll 

 Hur/på vilket sätt tror du att 

svenskundervisningen kan påverka 

elevernas språkutveckling? Varför? 

 Vilka andra resurser anser du kan bidra 

till att eleverna utvecklar det svenska 

språket (det vill säga utanför 

skolan/utöver språkundervisningen)? 
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 In your opinion, what can be done in 

order to improve the preconditions for 

the students’ learning of the Swedish 

language in school? 

 Vad anser du skulle kunna göras för att 

förbättra förutsättningarna för elevernas 

utveckling av svenska i skolan? 

Ending Questions 

 Who are your role models when it 

comes to teaching? 

 Where do you get your ideas about how 

and what to teach? 

 What are your strengths and weaknesses 

as a teacher? 

Avrundning 

 Vilka är dina förebilder när du 

undervisar? 

 Varifrån har du fått dina tankar om hur 

du ska undervisa och vad 

undervisningen ska innehålla? 

 Vilka ser du som dina styrkor och 

svagheter som lärare? 
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